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(2 Thessalonians 2:1-2) However, brothers, respecting the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered together

to him, we request of you 2 not to be quickly shaken from your reason nor to be excited either through an inspired

expression or through a verbal message or through a letter as though from us, to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here.

1. True the end is near, but not as near as the Bethel apostasy is prematurely impressing in Jehovah’s witnesses which is the same premature

excitation Paul spoke of at 2 Thessalonians 2:1-2.

A. This article shows how Bethel is fulfilling all the features of this apostasy and its “man of lawlessness” prophetic fulfillment in final form along

with all the premature end delusion earmarks. Thus Bethel’s “operation of error” and its main lies as the modern collective “the lie” of the Bethel

foretold subversion is now fully manifest. (Dan8:12);

2. Bethel’s premature “end of the world” delusion, creating an expectation among Jehovah’s witnesses “to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here”,

is the final earmark of the modern final apostasy prophecy now present right in Bethel’s “man of lawlessness” ministerial override. (Dan8:12, 11:41);

Not only is the apostasy described present at Bethel, so is its main “lawless one” engineers in the Bethel “man of

lawlessness” leadership defining the modern final “son of destruction” manifestation and their earmark premature end

delusion which has a final purpose.

3. This article describes why and how they have “lifted themselves over everyone” since even 1976 (in the Governing Body dictatorship), and how

they now “sit down” in terminal blasphemy right “in the temple” of the claimant anointed Christians and that former Bethel ministerial center as now

the Bethel defined, one and only, “faithful and discreet slave” as ultimately the pinnacle “evil slave” public blasphemy of self-approval.

4. This apostasy will instead trigger the temple judgment long before the true “conclusion of the system of things”, which is what all this

ministerial subversion is indicating will develop next in prophecy. (1Pet4:17, Dan8:13-14, Rev8:3-5);

A. The purpose of revealing the apostasy is for the benefit of letting people know, in time, what is actually transpiring: the final cycle of prophecy

and world government development.

Prophecy shows the Bethel condition is not random and mere hypocritical oversight, it itself is prophetic. Once we know

Bethel anomalies are prophecy and required apostate exposure the whole Bethel lawless story changes even their apostasy

now builds faith in God’s prophecy.

5. The Bethel apostasy is a required prophetic signal. Further, it signals the coming temple judgment prophetic fulfillment (Dan8:13-14); it is

prophecy fulfilling and it is connected to more prophecy that must activate in the whole final cycle that “the apostasy” is actually signalling is active

even in this repeating but modern apostasy signal development. Thus in reality much must yet transpire in prophecy and world events before the

actual “day of Jehovah”.

Bethel’s apostasy is just the precursor signal and their main delusion of the premature end aids their cover. Thus the

premature “end of the world” delusion will further aid the coming Bethel global coup, the apostasy and the delusion work

together to aid final 8th King anti-Christian purposes.
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6. Thus rather than be the premature “the end” or merely inconsequential developments, Bethel’s apostasy is prophetic and starts a final prophetic

continuum that leads into the first temple “trampling” coming up (Dan8:13) into the “tribulation of those days” activation (Dan11:42-43 context), to

“that tribulation” resolution (Matt24:29; Mark13:24), to 8th King world government (1Thess5:1-3; Dan11:45), and to Christ’s true final sheep

“gathering” arrival. (Matt24:29-31);

A. The “gathering” in final form Paul was speaking of in verse 1 (1Thess4:17, Rev16:17, Matt24:30-31), precedes the climax of the “day of Jehovah”

as the “war of the great day of God the Almighty”.

B. Thus several critical milestone events of prophecy and world development precede “Jehovah’s Day” over the final multi-year cycle of 8th King

development to complete world government. (Dan11:41-45); (Chart of coming prophetic milestones)

7. Further prophetic cross references in prophecy give more development details of the foretold Bethel apostasy at Daniel 8:11-14, 23-25 and

Daniel 11:30-32, 41 parallel prophecies. Important to note is the prophetic context of this apostate co-development also explains Bethel’s “those

leaving the holy covenant” relationship to “King North” 8th King and world government objectives made most obvious in 1990 and after, such as

the Bethel UN NGO that co-developed with a covered up critical 3rd UN placement. (Dan8:13 UN NGO “transgression”, Dan11:31b 3rd UN

placement);

A. Both prophecies in Daniel 8 and 11 show a subversion develops with a notable 8th King manifestation which is the 1990 3rd UN placement that

has now slipped completely off the JW prophecy tracking radar.

B. This means Jehovah’s witnesses are not exposing the most modern manifestation of the UN counterfeit “kingdom” but act as if nothing happened

in 1990 and that is how the apostasy of omission of up-to-date prophetic truth developed.

8. Now we know why Bethel will not reveal that the real “King North” must be 8th King developments (Dan11:27-45) especially marked in those

1990 events. Bethel’s apostate leadership have been compromised by that 8th King system as also UN NGO co-promoters while they concurrently

cover up the significance of the 1990 3rd UN placement. (4 UN cycles; 2)

A. King North is the final 8th King 3rd-to-4th UN placement drive of Daniel 11:30-45, not the failed USSR (Dan11:36), which is now a concealing

cover for 8th King developments since 1990 that Bethel aids the promotion of.

9. Thus the 3rd “stand” of the United Nations 3rd placement of 1990, that Bethel covers up the significance of (Dan11:31b, Dan8:23a), and Bethel’s

adjoining that “King North” “New World Order” initiative as UN NGO global co-promoters in their literature profaning the “constant feature” in this

manner and by this “side covenant” with the 8th King, is the co-development that transpires along with the Bethel apostasy, that marks both entities

in the prophecy.

Thus the Bethel independent, illegal and idolatrous “government body” has “placed the disgusting thing” (Matt24:15) “in

the temple” as the UN NGO “transgression causing desolation” (Dan8:13) and all of it is already in the prophecies they also

“throw to the earth” (Dan8:12) in cover-up.

10. By the time of the future Daniel 8:13 first 8th King “trampling” to aid recognition of the “tribulation of those days” beginning, the Daniel 11:31b

“disgusting thing” relationship to that “transgression causing desolation” of Daniel 8:13 will climax in Bethel’s “desolation” first. Thus Daniel 11:41

will also fully complete (Luke21:20) in that apostate Bethel aided 8th King “invasion” already positioned in this apostate forming infiltration to aid

fulfillment of Daniel 8:13. (Dan11:30b-31a, 32; Dan8:12);

11. Thus the modern “man of lawlessness” prophecy, to trigger the unique final temple judgment on Jehovah’s witnesses first (1Pet4:17), not

“Babylon the Great” as Bethel implies for further subterfuge, fully identifies modern Bethel’s true spiritual state and Satanic and 8th King related

internal compromise. (2Thess2:3-4, 9, Zech3:1-3);

Now we know the premature end delusion also has shuffled prophecy out of order also to be used to conceal the true

nature of the Bethel coup. The premature end delusion is but one worm in the Bethel can of deceptions.

12. This “operation of error” at Bethel cannot remain static but will climax and eventually trigger the foretold divine reaction in the coming timed

temple judgment (Dan8:14) in the context of the 8th King coming “trampling” (Dan8:13) of the Bethel worldwide organization of Jehovah’s

witnesses. (1Pet4:17, Dan8:13-14, Rev8:3-5, Zech3:1-5; Dan11:41-43);

In reality an entire final cycle of prophecy will unfold with unique and repeating features and a familiar underlying historic structure in

Revelation and Daniel that will take several final years to run its foretold course to 8th King world government. That will manifest over

such milestones as the apostasy and temple judgment (Dan8:13-14, Rev8), the “tribulation of those days” (Dan11:42-43) and its required

resolution (Matt24:29, Dan11:44-45) and the final warning recovered ministry (Rev9) all converging with the final prophecy and world historic

trek to 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” world government (Rev10-11), Christ’s arrival after that completion for Messianic Kingdom completion, the

final sheep securement (Matt24:30-31, Matt25:31-46) and Armageddon’s divine war phase. (Dan12, Rev8:-11, Rev15-16; Rev19:11-21);

The temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 is the next critical prophecy that must fulfill upon the Bethel system soon.
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(1Pet4:17).  (Chart of coming prophetic milestones) 

2 Thessalonians 2:1-12 Full Text

(2 Thessalonians 2:1-12) However, brothers, respecting the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered

together to him, we request of you 2 not to be quickly shaken from your reason nor to be excited either through an inspired

expression or through a verbal message or through a letter as though from us, to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here.

3 Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness

gets revealed, the son of destruction. 4 He is set in opposition and lifts himself up over everyone who is called “god” or an

object of reverence, so that he sits down in the temple of The God, publicly showing himself to be a god. 5 Do you not

remember that, while I was yet with you, I used to tell you these things? 6 And so now you know the thing that acts as a

restraint, with a view to his being revealed in his own due time. 7 True, the mystery of this lawlessness is already at work;

but only till he who is right now acting as a restraint gets to be out of the way. 8 Then, indeed, the lawless one will be

revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will do away with by the spirit of his mouth and bring to nothing by the manifestation of his

presence. 9 But the lawless one’s presence is according to the operation of Satan with every powerful work and lying signs

and portents 10 and with every unrighteous deception for those who are perishing, as a retribution because they did not

accept the love of the truth that they might be saved. 11 So that is why God lets an operation of error go to them, that they

may get to believing the lie, 12 in order that they all may be judged because they did not believe the truth but took pleasure

in unrighteousness.

Bethel’s “The End is Almost Here” Delusion is Prophetic

1. One identifying symptom of the modern Bethel based apostasy, like the principle in the prophecy above in verse 2, is the premature expectation

of “Jehovah’s day” now rampant among deluded Jehovah’s witnesses. That comes from the modern Bethel authority as the “as though” “from us”

apostle-like “lifted up” Bethel clergy spokesmen.

A. Obviously it is the “Governing Body” that now literally claims to be the “lifted up” pinnacle of Earth’s Christian “apostolic” presence and is the

one most importantly to be tested as valid or in error:

(1 John 4:1) Beloved ones, do not believe every inspired expression, but test the inspired expressions to see whether they

originate with God, because many false prophets have gone forth into the world.

A. Bethel also regularly primes Jehovah’s witnesses with “the end is any day now” premature expectation and hype though their own apostasy has

yet to be revealed. Thus Bethel’s “inspired expression” is inspired, but not by God. (2Thess2:9, Zech3:1-3, 2Cor11:13-15);

2. We see in Paul’s prophecy from God, before describing the required apostasy and “man of lawlessness” prerequisite revelation in verses 3-4,

there is something that is also warned of first: the main premature “the end” delusion of the apostasy which also aids its cover at Bethel.

3. The first warning the prophecy gives is of the premature “Jehovah’s Day” expectation that co-develops with the apostasy that is now blatant at

apostate Bethel because the apostasy is connected to this main delusion’s use:

(2 Thessalonians 2:1-2) However, brothers, respecting the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and

our being gathered together to him, we request of you 2 not to be quickly shaken from your reason

nor to be excited either through an inspired expression or through a verbal message or through a

letter as though from us, to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here.

4. As we see, promoting writings and oral teachings “to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here” is an earmark of the apostasy as it manifests prior

to the modern apostate full exposure in the temple judgment by God and Christ. (Mal3:1-5, Zech3:1-5); In this case the real signal apostasy is in the

Bethel leadership, and their premature “the end” delusion  now present at Bethel.

A. That delusion further distracts Jehovah’s witnesses and thus aids their cover and it is fully present in Bethel as they fail to point out their own

apostasy must be judged, revealed and removed before the “day of Jehovah”. (1Pet4:17);

Modern Bethel is the ones today promoting a premature “end of the world” scenario to “effect that the day of Jehovah is

here” to overly excite Jehovah’s witnesses with that delusion to also aid the planned (and also foretold) Bethel coup when it

goes into further manifestations later.

5. Rather than perceive the coming temple judgment and its activation as the fully manifest signal that the true final cycle has begun, first

(1Pet4:17), Jehovah’s witnesses can, in the required desolation (Dan8:13-14), misperceive those precursor developments as if they are the final

events to lead quickly to “the end of the world” due to Bethel’s purposeful delusion priming. That will severely delay Jehovah’s witnesses when it

hits because the betrayal will not only be easy to accept and it will also take time to realize. (Dan8:14, Hos6:1-3, Matt12:39);



A. Thus Bethel has a delusion of subterfuge to aid them through the whole Bethel coup period of Daniel 8:13-14 and Jehovah’s witnesses will think it

is “the end” while it transpires with this well prepared smokescreen of deception.

6. Now Jehovah’s witnesses deeply conditioned expectations can influence the perception of the true meaning of events coming soon. Now due to

this false expectation, developments coming on Bethel can appear to be another set of events as falsely applied “prophecy fulfilling brothers!” from

the Bethel deceivers as that over-hyped “the end” period activating.

7. That delusion and misperception will actually be covering up the apostasy and temple judgment “trampling” real events climaxing into Daniel

8:13-14 developments so Bethel can promote the delusion as long as possible while the Daniel 8:13 “trampling” proceeds. (Zech3:2); And that will

delay Jehovah’s witnesses final awareness and final task eligibility (Rev10:11) as long as permitted by God. (Dan8:14, Zech3:2, Zech3:6-7);

Now we see why God shows this premature end delusion connection in this prophecy, it is more than just an innocent

error or bad guess.

Bethel Apostasy and “Governing Body” of Lawlessness

1. Thus in the prophecy that feature of delusion and false expectations “as though” from anointed Christian authorities at Bethel is then connected

to two more features of the criteria to identify the final apostasy that actually has to be revealed and judged prior to the real arrival of “Jehovah’s

Day” at Armageddon.

2. Notice in the 2 Thessalonians 2 account progression, after the main Bethel premature end delusion is described, then the apostasy and the “man

of lawlessness” dual prerequisite are both also described to be revealed in the claimant anointed “in the temple” public locale and more criteria of

this signal apostate development is given.

3. Now we know the premature end delusion is promoted by this apostasy development and its main “man of lawlessness” anti-Christian guides now

at Bethel:

(2 Thessalonians 2:3-4) Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the

apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction. 4 He is set in

opposition and lifts himself up over everyone who is called “god” or an object of reverence, so that

he sits down in the temple of The God, publicly showing himself to be a god.

4. Now we have three features present at Bethel now: (1) premature end delusion, (2) apostasy and the lawless “man” defining the (3) “man of

lawlessness” as a “body”. Their apostasy is undeniable by the convergence of all these earmarks even beyond that of Christendom, because Bethel’s

premature “the end” expectation is the trademark of their modern ministerial hyping far more prominent in modern times than the long comatose

Christendom former apostate development and judgment revelation. But note too, Christendom also has their own premature “rapture” expectation

that will also fall flat with Bethel’s own premature end mythologies.

Importantly it will be shown in more prophecy Bethel achieves this delusion successfully because they are also covering

up modern 8th King related prophetic fulfillments since 1990 that co-manifest with this apostasy in Daniel 8 and 11.

The revealing of the apostasy in final form fully, by means of the temple judgment, means the purpose is to make people

aware of where it is all leading well before the arrival of Christ. In fact 8th King world government must arrive before

Jesus Christ. In fact the “tribulation of those days” itself ends before Christ arrives (Matt24:29) and thus is not the “end of

the world” even then, it arrives to 8th King world government first. That is the final cycle prophecy the Bethel apostasy is

covering up and that is why their removal will open a final period of truthful prophetic clarification.

The Unusual Suspect: The 1976 Governing Body

1. Obviously we need to really dissect the “governing body” concept, its dictatorial emergence at Bethel (1976) and its modern rogue celebrity well

dressed tyrants to understand exactly what the “man of lawlessness” guiding this modern JW apostasy really is and is really up to here. The

“superfine apostle” cover is just a veneer that some JWs gobble up as if it was Christ and the twelve apostles themselves at Bethel. And therein lies

the problem, the danger for being misled by such an act. Of course such a critical apostate development is going to be fully foretold by God in detail,

the One Bethel is “set in opposition” to.

Bethel’s apostasy is fully exposed and detailed in the very prophecies they cover up.

2. The Bethel based lawlessness is highly significant, prophetic and far beyond the significance of Christendom error because of Bethel’s former

“accurate knowledge”, their ministerial influence, anointed Christian ministerial responsibility, the last known prophetic truth’s development point,

and their purposeful concealment of modern Daniel 11 “King North”/ 8th King truths that are now plainly obvious as inapplicable to the formerly

assumed USSR totally defunct political entity. (Dan11:36, Dan11:30-45);



A. Thus the Bethel apostasy is far more serious and severe than is commonly realized and it will trigger a divine temple judgment accounting

commensurate with the magnitude of their modern lawless record and 8th King internal collusion fully outlined in the very prophecies they divert

attention away from.

People are going to eventually know, at global scale, when God is through with Bethel and its “Governing Body” and thus a

strategic signal will also be established in the temple judgment. It will not be “the end” but for Bethel, it will in fact be the

BEGINNING of the final multi-year cycle.

3. But we have a great red flag power grasp in 1976 to start to gauge the true nature and intent of this so-called “governing body”. They even started

capitalizing their own title to “Governing Body” in 1971 as a little preview of their coming first “lift up” in 1976 with a new corporate designation in

full capitalization. The Bethel “board of directors” power mongers were completing the initial positioning.

4. What we see from first the acceptance of the “governing body” concept is a gradual move by the Bethel corporate “board of directors” to

incrementally align and position themselves as divine first for a dictatorial coup later, and so on, to the UN NGO and final coming Bethel coup-de-

grace their final objective. Sly as a serpent is how Bethel has been transformed with little outward indication of its true internal state.

What we now see in hindsight is even the eventual first “Governing Body” power coup of 1976 was a literal first

manifestation of the “lifting themselves over everyone” (2Thess2:3-4) right at Bethel and over the anointed temple “body”

in public fashion first.

4. Now we see it is actually a human contrived additional and superimposed “government” “body” in that non-Biblical “governing” “body” which is

just a self exalted worldly corporate “board of directors” seizing control of the Bethel ministry and applying scriptures to themselves to aid their

acceptance. It is actually much like the Papacy. In reality, in retrospect, the “Governing Body” is the internal first cell of subversions early

establishing its 1976 dictatorship to carry out more “set in opposition” operations later.

5. Of course this is also why the 1990 3rd UN placement tracking was fully lost after the 1945 2nd UN placement was fully and properly exposed in

prophecy by Jehovah’s witnesses, we have the intervening lawless Governing Body coup of 1976 to have managed that diversion. (Rev17:8-11);

Why not continue the tradition of exposing UN placements as obviously all foretold by God?

6. Because the “Governing Body” 8th King allied implants and Bethel apostates in whatever Governing Body members they existed in, decided

instead to join that 3rd United Nations presentation as UN NGO “non-governmental organization” global promoters, although being a governmental

agency of God’s Kingdom. In the process they also must conceal the 3rd UN placement prophecy and their apostate status which are parallel, as we

see now in hindsight.

Ignoring the 3rd UN placement while at the same time joining its advertising agency as a UN NGO while slipping that all

past the sleeping JW guards (Matt25:5) was quite the Bethel successful stunt we must say. (All four UN presentations are

foretold, 2)

7. But what was first an initial “lifting themselves” over Bethel and all Jehovah’s witnesses in 1976, has now grown to global proportions in 2012 in

their latest “we are the faithful and discreet slave!” global bombastic stunt at but another “historic Annual Meeting”. Its going to make apostate

history all right.

A. The Governing Body “lift up” goes higher now, Bethel is peaking their blasphemous reign over all planet earth in implications of their “sit down”

and “lifted up” latest “faithful and discreet slave” grandiosity.

8. Thus obviously the “Governing Body” is a literal blatant matured example of lawless men “lifting themselves over everyone” not just in the

Christian ministry, but over all earth. In the same manner as the Catholic Papacy, so too today’s Jehovah’s witnesses and Bethel have their own

collective “Pope” in the “Governing Body” assuming such power and complimentary lawlessness under a veneer of scriptural claims accepted

gradually; it is the same thing, just a different age and clown suit. The thing is the “Governing Body” and 8th King pulled it all off much quicker and

right under the nose of Jehovah’s witnesses.

9. Now we see the latest Governing Body “lifting themselves over everyone” has intensified further in blasphemy. Now the “lift up” is over the whole

world in the “faithful and discreet slave” “new light” application of that self approval, premature of the final temple judgment, to the “Governing

Body” alone. Now the core blasphemy of an illegal anti-Christian body of the “operation of error” goes further in blasphemous climax into “lifting

themselves over everyone” in this fashion, including Christ and God and all anointed, and even the whole world in the Governing Body’s latest

pompous statements.

10. It is not insignificant that the Governing Body Bethel version “king north” is going out “on top” in this pinnacle of also “publicly showing”

themselves in this apex blasphemy at global proportions as led by the 8th King “King North” in Daniel 11:32.

Jehovah’s witnesses now also have their own “King North” protégé right at Bethel in this Governing Body of Grandiosity,

who have their own version of the “grandiose words” of their true 8th King masters. (Dan7:11,20);
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11. The “sits down in the temple of The God” in this “publicly showing himself” display of pre-self-ordained “divine immortal” hubris by this latest

Governing Body stunt is how their apostasy is now terminally “seated” “in the temple” in global public fashion as well. It can get no worse as far as

their lawless self-exalting blasphemy and it displays the “King North” related character of their 8th King masters described in the prophecy.

A. As far as their own blasphemy they can go no further, and in line with their own self-judged and self-appointed “faithful and discreet” claims they

are at the pinnacle of fraudulent “seated” divine claims. (Dan8:23a “the transgressors act to a completion”);

“Consequently, Jesus will reward [the Governing Body] by resurrecting the individual members of that group to heavenly life and by

giving them royal authority over all Christ’s belongings in heaven and on earth.” (Annual Meeting Report, 10/6/2012);

12. It is now surreal, the Bethel “man of lawlessness” hidden in plain sight – but too high to see, on their throne in final form. God can now pay them

the visit. (Isa66:6). But in fact more is yet in store from lawless Bethel.

Bethel’s Personal Version of “King North”

Thus Bethel is a sort of “King North” domain over all Jehovah’s witnesses globally it can only turn out disastrous as

prophecy also indicates for the Bethel organization.

“”Four years later, in 1979, in a Governing Body session, Fred Franz, now president, stated that his vote for the change (to a dictatorial

Governing Body) back then was made “under duress.” I would agree. When Nathan Knorr conceded, Fred Franz felt compelled to join him.

He went on to say that he had not been in favor of the change then and that from that (1976) point forward he had “just been watching” to

see what would result.”” – Crisis of Conscience, ch. 4, pg. 106

Thus brothers Nathan Knorr and Fred Franz both initially rejecting the Governing Body “lift up” and being the only ones originally voting against

it was a signal of the overriding and disaster to come.

1. Consequently the pinnacle of blasphemy in this particular embodied idol has now been achieved incrementally at Bethel in the Governing Body

and its latest “lifting themselves over [literally] everyone” on earth and in haven exclusively defined in themselves in the latest so-called “new light”,

now “seated” over not just Bethel as in 1976, but now over all powers of planet Earth in their implied supremacy.

2. Of course their temple “trampling” operation aiding the 8th King by internal positioning in Bethel to betray Jehovah’s witnesses will be the true

zenith of the “son of destruction” meaning also to be embodied in this rogue “lawless one” Bethel controlling “body” in the finale of their rule.

(Zech11, 11:13; Zech13:7); And this from now fully non-anointed anti-Christian frauds in that so-called “governing body”. The “sits down in the

temple” meaning is now fully defined at Bethel as the Governing Body now assumes the ridiculous proportions of self-appointed global rulers,

similar to their “King North” leaders. (Dan11:32a);

3. In similar character of their actually present “King North” 8th King guides at Bethel (Dan8:12, 11:32, 41), Bethel’s “kings of Bethel”, the Bethel

“lords of the faith”, have similar traits as their 8th King master:

(Daniel 11:36) And the king (8th King/King North) will actually do according to his own will, and he will exalt himself and

magnify himself above every god; and against the God of gods he will speak marvelous things.

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand.

4. Bethel’s Governing Body in like manner “lifts himself up over everyone who is called “god” or an object of reverence” in their spiritual domain “so

that [the Governing Body] sits down in the temple of The God, publicly showing himself to be a god” by their grandiose implications as claimant but

fraud Christian anointed “sons of God”. It is also a masterful deception as shown originating with King North insightful 8th King planners.

Bethel is its own version of a “counterfeit Kingdom”.

5. And no wonder, King North is who is leading the Bethel apostasy as assured in God’s prophecy:

(Daniel 11:32) “And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant (at Bethel), he (8th King/King North) will lead into

apostasy by means of smooth words. (The Bethel “smooth words” 8th King cover-up in the JW publications is part of the smoothly justified

apostasy);

6. Bethel manifests its own “King North” version of character of the real “King North” 8th King, now in Bethel (Dan11:41) and also marked by

similar global claims over their respective domains:

(Daniel 11:41) He (8th King) will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration (infiltrates the Bethel ministry internally), and

there will be many [people] that will be made to stumble. (Matt24:15; Luke21:20 signal development present now at Bethel; Stumbling

people is also the lawless Bethel subversion goal. Parallels Daniel 8:11-13 and Daniel 11:30-35 events and meaning);

7. And all this gradually applied deception aids the in-the-face nature of the Governing Body’s latest brazen “lifting themselves over everyone”



prophetic debacle in 2012’s stunt. (Dan8:12); It is obvious the Bethel “rich man” class is also exemplified throughout the whole impostor, defector

and apostate Bethel elite system and its “Watchtower [secret] Society” and that attitude now infects many Jehovah’s witnesses and especially some

of the pompous elder Governing Body clones enforcing this farce by pain of spiritual “penance”, “stoning” and banishment. (Luke16:19-31, Jam5:1-

5);

A. The organizational leaders and elders will actually aid the final operations against Jehovah’s witnesses in a mix of purposeful and deluded manner

when the “at that time” arrives for the full Bethel final coup:

“”Elders who are reading this article can draw some useful conclusions from the account we have just considered:…””

[And sandwiched into the admonishment:]

“” (3) At that time, the lifesaving direction that we receive from Jehovah’s organization may not appear practical from a human

standpoint. All of us must be ready to obey any instructions we may receive, whether these appear sound from a strategic or human

standpoint or not.”” – WT 11/15/2013, pg. 20, par. 17, #3

8. It is now one collective lawless brigade using “spiritual protection” and “God’s will” as the pretext and plausibility of what is an enslaving, abusive,

and lawless racket and its celebrity and “position minded” racketeers and their organizational and congregational cronies. Whether knowingly or

deluded a disaster is forming and ready to deploy right from Bethel. That is how “there [has been] many” people “stumbled” in the process of

Bethel’s apostate intensification after 1990 (Dan11:32-35) aided by a publicly proliferated global record of scandal on the Web.

9. This is why Bethel has been leading a “sheep” depleting ministry statistically verifiable to be in a downward spiral of JW growth since the very

year the Governing Body tyrants took control of the ministry in 1976. This is why modern Jehovah’s witnesses have the worst religious retention

rate of all the Christian religions also backed by statistics. It means Bethel’s “apex growth” is actually in stumbled sheep numbers. The Bethel touted

fictional “massive growth” claim is merely trumpeted out of relative context of the actual declining Jehovah’s witnesses contracting growth reality.

10. Thus Bethel is also carrying out a sheep squelching operation while claiming “massive growth” as all the while Jehovah’s witnesses do not check

the verifiable statistics to see quite the opposite is what has been occurring under the Governing Body tenure.

11. The “Governing Body” is the single worst thing that has ever happened to Jehovah’s witnesses ministry. Everything else is a grand delusion and it

is not complete yet in negative developments, more is to come according to prophecy as well as the trended downward trajectory of the overall

Governing Body era of dictatorial influence.

Bethel is the One to Test

1. Now one has to note in the brazen and “in the face” nature of these latest Bethel moves, it is as if they can do anything they want in front of

Jehovah’s witnesses and the world, and Jehovah’s witnesses eat it up with no sign of apprehension whatsoever (2Thess2:10-12). This is because this

development was brought in very subtly with certain red flag peaks but overall it is a 37 year old process. (Rev8:12);

2. That “gradually given over” nature of the apostasy is specially noted in the key prophecy:

(Daniel 8:12) And an (JW) army itself was gradually given over, together with the constant [feature] (compromised), because of

transgression (also piling up gradually at Bethel and in Jehovah’s witnesses ministry; Matt24:12); and it kept throwing truth to the earth

(cover up and error), and it acted and had success. (is a successful deception operation);

3. But by Bethel apostate influence Jehovah’s witnesses no longer consider prophecy to be relevant in modern times, they are in a perpetual 1960,

and that aids the Bethel “operation of error”.

4. Instead in the 2 Thessalonians 2 prophecy a vigilant alertness is needed so as to be fooled by no one, especially those “as though from us”

claiming to be apostles. In fact they are the ones who most importantly need to be tested and assessed vigilantly (Rev2:2):

“Let no one seduce you in any manner“

5. Of course the first and foremost case of that “let no one” is especially the Bethel “one”, the last former point of Christian enlightenment, now long

lost, that would be the logically opportune location to run a subversion from as prophecy (and evidence) indicates is now truly the case at Bethel.

(Rev2:2; 2Cor11:13-15; Dan11:30-32; Dan8:12);

6. Cited below is a very important prerequisite: the (1) apostasy and its (2) lawless authoritative “man of lawlessness” engineers have to be revealed

before the actual final world judgment of God comes:

“because it (the whole judgment cycle (1Pet4:17), to the eventual “day of Jehovah”, and its precursor final “gathering”) will not come unless

the apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction.”



7. Thus God, by Paul, is giving a very important critical warning. And that helps debunk the premature “end of the world” hype of modern Bethel.

The final apostasy as a basis of the “judgment starts with the house of God” (2Thess2:10-12, 1Pet4:17) must become fully identified well before “the

end” can come because its revelation is a great signal.

8. Even the apostasy is already a great signal for those awake to prophecy and Bethel’s tricky methods.

By knowing Daniel 11:42-45 is an unfulfilled 8th King finale cycle we also know the Bethel premature end further

identifies them as this signal apostasy with their main delusion complex that also aids concealing important final 8th King

prophecy and world development realities.

The Main Bethel Diversion and Its Divine Implications

1. Thus, making matters worse, the “lawless one” at Bethel is concealing 3rd and 4th cycle UN developments since 1990 that need to be fully

explained along with the full exposure of their Bethel based apostate cohorts hiding within the Jehovah’s witnesses ministry guiding instead a

covering delusion empowered by misapplied prophecy and that key premature end delusion. (Dan8:23-25, 11:30-45)

A. All four UN 8th King developments are foretold in prophecy. (4 UN Prophecies Chart)

2. Now Bethel is uniquely using accepted Jehovah’s witnesses known truths misapplied in the wrong order to aid concealment of reality. Using

actual truths, shuffled for the Bethel subterfuge, is why Jehovah’s witnesses accept the error, it is truth, it is just being arranged in error to attempt

to cover up the final cycle as if it just ends.

A. A well dumbed down and double-insulated Jehovah’s witnesses populous, kept overly busy, fed hypnotic sugary dairy desserts, told “the end is

any day now”, thinking it is all over, ensconced in web controversies, is not aiding the required prophetic investigation in the JW proper.

Thus a truly serious situation has now formed in Bethel well hidden by many covering illusions and distractions using a

former truth to conceal the present reality.

Do we really think Bethel is really divine and that they are going to simply hijack the Christian ministry and simply walk

away from it unscathed or that their error will somehow “come true” and not be exposed instead?

3. Of course not, this is prophecy, this is a serious development in a formerly valid Christian ministry and the prophecy tells us what God is going to

do and the fate of the Bethel “lawless one” and that will in time become a huge global signal when we see it for what it truly is and will become

further.

4. This Bethel abomination is not going to be “reformed” or self generate a spontaneous recovery, this will be acted upon by divine power as per

prophecy at some point in the temple judgment which is the only apostate Bethel cure now. In like manner such a globally devastating event upon

the JW worldwide organization is the only way to wake up the now comatose JW zombies, nothing is getting through now to those on the Bethel

“confirmed drunkards” wine. (Matt25:1-13, Isa28, Matt24:48);

5. And logically this will also be as other unique prophecy is also activating at what will then be or soon become global in proportions and we know

Daniel 11:42-43 has yet to have a true King North culmination meaning and global transformation in this final cycle coming up.

More than just the temple judgment will be becoming globally active when Bethel starts its final coup cycle. (Dan8:13-14,

Dan11:42-45);

6. And since no Jehovah’s witnesses alive today was in the 1918-1919 judgment, all of Jehovah’s witnesses are eligible for a bonafied final temple

judgment of God and enough time has elapsed since 1914 to make this not only necessary but part of the whole final judgment cycle. (Dan12, Rev8-

11 repeat); Thus so many indications of the reality of the Bethel apostasy and its implications are now present so as to be impossible to simply make

up to fit the prophecy that also squarely incriminates Bethel with a global 3rd UN placement Bethel simply silences. No one can just make all this up,

and there is far more than is summarized here.

7. 8th King controlled apostate Bethel does all this this to pass Jehovah’s witnesses past 1990 prophecy, the fall of the USSR and the rise of the UN

“New World Order” global statements, and the UN NGO, as if nothing out of the ordinary happened in all that, as if none of it is prophecy – forward

all Jehovah’s witnesses with the echoes of the past! The end is right around the corner!

8. Thus the over-focus on organizational “requirements of being a Christian” is meant to keep attention on a former ministerial routine to distract

from the accuracy of the content. Thus with Jehovah’s witnesses the Christian ministry is continued but its message has been altered by omissions

of relevant modern 8th King prophecy and the meanings a repeating final cycle allows to be understood when we see the process must replicate.

9. Thus the whole Bethel complex cannot simply randomly create such a well conceived covering delusion to further aid the 1990 bypass of reality.

The gradual nature of development, the momentum of it all, the inertia of the past and its former validity is how Bethel slid this all by distracted

Jehovah’s witnesses as nothing of the outward appearance was altered at Bethel, it was all internal and by omission.
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10. Just as the 3rd UN cycle (c. 1950-1990) was actually prophetic leading to the 1990 3rd UN placement global presentation (Dan11:29-31b), the

4th UN cycle of the future is the ultimate climax cycle of all prophecy and it and the JW temple judgment are far more significant than the Bethel

lobotomy operation upon the JW collective mind is revealing.  (4 UN Prophecies Chart)

The 3rd and 4th UN progression is a solid continuum of the very prophecy Bethel is subverting at Daniel 11:30-45 and

Daniel 8:23-25.

The Final Cycle is What is Coming

1. Thus we are entering a final cycle, not that falsely anticipated premature “end of the world” Bethel plans to use to bewilder Jehovah’s witnesses as

that final cycle begins. As of now JWs are fully unaware of the true monumental nature of the final 8th King cycle and thus rather than explain the

final cycle details JWs are now indifferent and complacent in the “all done” attitude Bethel promotes with this premature end delusion.

2. Thus Bethel potentially calling off the preaching work as if it is Biblical, in that “the preaching work must end” supporting delusion, will now be

fully accepted as logical and Biblical by Jehovah’s witnesses as Bethel itself can potentially now end its own ministry to support the final 8th King

cycle secrecy objective.

3. How far God lets Daniel 8:13-14 events go we do not know but we have a cryptic timing in Daniel 8:14. (2300 or 1150 days); How long will it take

JWs to become aware they have been duped? We do not know that either but in any event a covert and foretold divine intervention will end the

total darkness over Jehovah’s witnesses as this Bethel coup matures in the Daniel 8:13-14 events sending JWs into the final fulfillment Revelation 9

abyss. That JW temple desolation and cessation of the profaned “constant feature” is the parallel of Jonah being tossed overboard to emerge “three

days” later as the “sign of Jonah”. (Jonah 1-3);

It seems likely Jehovah’s witnesses will be getting a three year long temple judgment “sign of Jonah” of Daniel 8:14.

(Hos6:1-3, Isa37:30);

4. The Daniel 8:14 “three days” approximate 3.19 years potential timing (1150 days) with Hosea 6:1-3 and Isaiah 37:30 supporting clues of the

temple judgment timing also support the understanding the Daniel 8:14 timing will also be a “three day (year)” “sign of Jonah” to Jehovah’s

witnesses. That being “three years” of “abyss” darkness.

5. The Daniel 8:14 timing will aid the recognition it is that temple judgment prophecy (Dan8:13-14) and its judgment (1Pet4:17) that Jehovah’s

witnesses will be in, not the “end of the world” smokescreen delusion Bethel will have used to conceal these developments making them appear as

something else entirely, in total purposeful diverting error.

Thus the whole temple judgment will in time become a global signal the final cycle has begun, not ended. (Dan11:42-45,

Rev15-16); At some point recovered Jehovah’s witnesses will understand it is a final cycle of mostly repeating prophecy by

that time that will be active and it is headed to where the prophecy says it is headed: the real “Har-Magedon” “Day of

Jehovah”. (Rev8-11, Dan12);

Revelation 8-11 final fulfillment replication thus proceeds in “seven trumpet” gauged order as Jehovah’s witnesses get the

temple judgment news and meaning in the first four trumpet summarization (Rev8:7-12) of the temple judgment parallel of

Revelation 8:3-5.

Bethel as a Christendom UN Doting Sibling

1. In reality God is setting up some milestones and big signals so we can recognize what is really developing here over several required final years,

and it is all already in the prophecy.

2. Accordingly with this signalling, the modern “apostasy must come first” as it is now present at Bethel and it has to be divinely fully revealed, and

its “man of lawlessness” must be in evidence well before the actual end because that development itself takes time to resolve and aids global

awareness of prophetic reality amidst the “tribulation of those days” that activates with the Daniel 8:13 “trampling” of the 8th King the UN NGO

Bethel has now bedded down the “virgin daughter of Zion” with.

3. Now the whole Bethel Governing Body “fed” cleric system must take on the role of former Christendom, as really a continuation of that apostasy,

now in Jehovah’s witnesses in final form (Dan11:32), and this includes a United Nations endorsement “transgression causing desolation” (Dan8:13;

UN NGO) amidst a foretold UN placement being covered up as prophecy, the 3rd UN placement in 1990. (Dan11:30-31);

The real final “man of lawlessness” must be a form of apostasy affecting the whole Christian ministry from its top

leadership authority.

4. It is a systemic and organized lawless condition the prophecy is speaking of in this pinnacle form of modern “apostasy” – it is not the man on the

street or congregational individuals – it is BETHEL, and that is why they distract people to inconsequential diversions of supposed apostasy

everywhere it is not present, it is themselves this aids the concealment of.
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5. Just as Christendom chose to ignore the 1919 League of Nations placement as prophecy but instead became its endorser, so too Bethel and the

Governing Body became a UN NGO at the 1990 3rd UN placement rather than expose that event as prophecy as they concurrently endorsed the 8th

King modern manifestation. (Dan11:30-32, Dan8:23); Peas in a pod these two versions of the “man of lawlessness” are, really just signals of “King

North” 8th King control of them both now internal to Bethel’s corporate and ministerial authority (Dan11:41);

“Man of Lawlessness” 2.0 is at Bethel.

6. Now Bethel says that “the apostasy” was exposed in global institutional Christendom, which is true, yet that was almost 100 years ago. The point

being plenty of time has elapsed for another apostasy to have formed right in Bethel and a final inspection would also be logical in that identified

anointed Christian locale as probably not one Jehovah’s witness today was alive in 1918-1919 to go through that judgment.

7. Now we see why assigning themselves the “faithful slave” title premature of the final temple judgment also aids the Bethel “all done” delusion –

GOD AND CHRIST is who answers the question “who really is the faithful and discreet slave?”, not Bethel, and that by JUDGMENT, not a whim of

lawless Bethel 8th King allied CEOs.

How Bethel Uses Christendom as a Distraction

1. By Bethel’s use of the Christendom distraction, now well beyond modern relevance, Bethel diverts attention from their own organized apostate

condition and the prerequisite exposure of that modern relevant apostasy at Bethel is even forming now in initial form.

2. To understand the “Christendom judgment” “double jeopardy” technique of that Bethel overused distraction device in Bethel publications, we

need to recall Christendom already has been judged in the first judgment of the “house of God” which Christendom was, not Bethel, there was no

known anointed Christian locale until after that 1914-1919 judgment. That is the whole point of the 1919-1926 Jehovah’s witnesses ministry and

Revelation 8-9 initial fulfillment! Christendom’s judgment was announced!

3. That “Christendom judgment” cannot be used again, because Christendom’s judgment is done. Christendom has been identified within Babylon

the Great global religious system, Christendom is just part of Babylon the Great, no longer “God’s house”,  Christendom is part of identified Babylon

the Great awaiting that final judgment. Christendom cannot be singled out again, that judgment is said and done.

4. Now when we see Christendom cannot be “judged twice” as Bethel implies. It is Bethel’s judgment that must come next. We merely replace the

word “Christendom”  “judgment” with “Bethel” judgment” in Bethel publications like the Isaiah, Ezekiel and Revelation commentaries and one sees

more accurately where this next judgment is to come in all that post 1970 Bethel literature.

Bethel is trying to perpetuate the “Christendom judgment” again, when in fact it is their judgment that is next.

5. It is an anointed Christian judgment of which Bethel, like Christendom, is a self proclaimed center of, they are a globally visible representation of

a now apostate anointed Christian ministry. That is why Bethel’s organizational downfall can be a high profile entity to be connected to the actually

anointed Christian judgment as it is explained later (Rev8:7-12), and connected to the final prophetic cycle as well, just as Christendom provided in

1918-1919.

6. The post 1919 Jehovah’s witnesses ministry early hallmark was identifying Christendom as a part of Babylon the Great, Christendom cannot be

judged twice but goes down at the end of the final cycle as merely part of the global Babylon the Great complex of religious sovereignty to de

deposed. (Rev17:15-18);

7. Now Jehovah’s witnesses feel they can use the credentials of the post 1919 Christians who did expose the first two UN placements (1919, 1945)

through to 1990. But modern Jehovah’s witnesses by Bethel lead (Dan11:32a) cover up the final two UN placements as the 1990 UN “New World

Order” initiative is ignored and treated as insignificant and non-prophetic.  (4 UN Prophecies Chart)

Now God sees a UN NGO cavorting Bethel and JW ministry from 1990 forward and a great prophetic cover up along with its

apostasy while Jehovah’s witnesses think everything is fine living the billionaire Bethel induced delusion of the past.

8. Who can deny, for example, that a UN NGO covenant is not lawless and is merely innocent and inconsequential, even necessary for “UN library

privileges”? It is ridiculous the self revelation of Bethel’s own lawless state now that they have no “restraint” of genuine anointed Christian input and

are now truly “no holds barred” brazen rogues. (2Thess2:5-9); In coming reality Bethel is the modern “rich man” “cave of robbers” who are cleaned

out of the temple first. (2Thess2:8, Isa66:6, 1Pet4:17);

9. That serious apostate reality indicates the temple judgment comes first upon Bethel’s system (Zech3:3), and that is why “the judgment starts with

the house of God”. (1Pet4:17; Zech3:1-3); The purpose of that judgment commencing will not be the terminal end of the world immediately, but a

great signal event as God guarantees the apostates will be revealed in the Bethel leadership fully in time where the ultimate apostate and lawless

meaning applies in modern relevance.

10. The premature “end of the world” delusion is created by the Bethel “lawless one” to aid concealment of the “son of destruction” ministerial coup

that will climax upon the Bethel visible “worldwide organization” of Jehovah’s witnesses first.
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11. The temple judgment also guarantees the apostates will be purged (Zech3:4-5), in time, (Dan8:14), fully (Isa66:6, 2Thess2:8) and the full

awareness will be connected to active prophecy (Dan8:13-14; Rev8:3-5), explained fully in the recovery (Rev8:7-12) because the final cycle of

prophecy and world events will be marked by this event. (Rev8-11)

In fact, for future verifications, the temple judgment indictment and decree is present at Daniel 8:13 and its timing and

phasing and the “constant feature” meaning is described at Daniel 8:14. (Dan8:26);

12 It must become a signal with a full explanation that the temple judgment of modern anointed Christians, as associated with now apostate Bethel in

the Jehovah’s witnesses worldwide organization going down hard, is an indication the final cycle of Revelation 8-11 will have begun, as at some point

then or soon thereafter Daniel 11:42-45 will also have to activate or be already active.

Thus the final cycle will have a unique spiritual marked dimension of activation in the temple judgment (Dan8:13-14), and

a unique global marked activation in the global wealth and finance features of Daniel 11:42-43.

Apostasy is a Common Repeating Principle in Bible Judgments

(2 Thessalonians 2:5) Do you not remember that, while I was yet with you, I used to tell you these

things?

1. Paul states the reminder above, to remember this warning, because masterful apostasy is a common principle in all the judgments, especially the

final one, the ultimate application of this prophetic apostate signal. The principle repeats because the whole prophecy and process repeats.

Apostasy and its premature end delusion is the earmark development “in the temple” that matures and is exposed before the final judgment.

It is exposed in and after the temple judgment because though the “tribulation of those days” will activate everything else

Jehovah’s witnesses expect will not manifest in the order and timing they are now misled to believe.

2. This is also a global signal that will get clearer because the “judgment starts with the house of God” first, so the meanings there in that judgment

commencement and overall meaning can be used to warn the world later of what will develop globally thereafter, in time.

3. Thus knowing the unique Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment “right condition” purification is the repeating purification of Revelation 8:3-5 as the

temple judgment parallel, the whole Revelation 8-11 final cycle replication is what will have begun, to be gauged by the “seven trumpet” incremental

and sequential building awareness of where it is all leading. The co-developing Revelation 15-16 “seven plague” gauging is the global dimensions of

the final cycle of 8th King building authority (Rev13:5) to its own world government culmination (Rev16:13-16) that must also activate.

4. We shall see later how anointed Christian defection centered at Bethel’s “those leaving the holy covenant”, also marks the features of Daniel

11:30-31 as the principle of apostasy is also present in that cross reference and Daniel 8:12 as well. This is explained more fully below, as the

apostasy and key UN manifestation also develop in Daniel 8:11-12, 23-25 and Daniel 11:30-41 concurrently, hence the Bethel condition today and

the fact they still cover up that 1990 3rd UN placement and its 8th-King-is-King-North meaning, and thus also leave their own UN NGO 8th King

endorsement unaddressed.

5. Though we see this apostasy now self-revealing by Bethel’s own lawless public record of scandal, the true revealing backed by God is in the temple

judgment when those apostates and infiltrators will eventually be dealing directly with God and Christ in covert manner to get them out of the

ministry and to expose them fully by prophecy in the process as the apostasy aids the credibility of the final prophecy.

6. The accounting period must run its Daniel 8:13-14 course, but as it ends there is no doubt Christ will clean the “man of lawlessness” from “in the

temple” association to start the temple judgment full purification and recovery. (2Thess2:8, Mal3:1-2);

Bethel Squelches Anointed Christian Influence

1. Now as we saw earlier, and see below, the apostasy did not develop over night even if in latent apostate activity “in the temple” a certain ”

restraining” influence and authority had to be removed at Bethel to allow the “transgressors to act to a completion” (Dan8:23a) in the process of

maturing their lawless objectives:

(2 Thessalonians 2:6-7) And so now you know the thing that acts as a restraint, with a view to his

being revealed in his own due time. 7 True, the mystery of this lawlessness is already at work; but

only till he who is right now acting as a restraint gets to be out of the way. (removal of anointed

Christian input from the overrun Bethel ministry); 

2. Now we know with the death of Fred Franz in 1992 soon all anointed “body” input at Bethel was also terminated. Anointed Christians in any form

are no longer “preparing the spiritual sacrifice” the “food at the proper time” but in contrast an illegal priesthood at Bethel is offering illegitimate

and profaned error and wormwood laced “constant feature” offerings. (Zech3:1-3, Rev8:10-11);



The Governing Body is serving up its own King North recipe of mixed truth and well arranged error.

3. The Governing Body coup was already working since 1976 to dictatorially squelch anointed input progressively from that key power grasp. That

anointed Christian oversight as a body of all anointed that would restrain this kind of lawlessness, like that now terminal at Bethel, is now fully

removed at Bethel – it is all a big act.

4. What began as a factional defection is now a complete infiltration of the lawless and corrupted Governing Body and now the entire Bethel

ministry is factionally compromised. (Rev8:10-12); The UN NGO endorsement is obviously a thing no true anointed Christian would engage in and

is the main red flag after the Governing Body Bethel coup red flag of what is really harbored at Bethel.

“True, the mystery of this lawlessness is already at work”

5. This is an important feature of a “gradually given over” (Dan8:12) apostate development that has “already been at work” which clue allows cross

referencing this apostasy prophecy to the very specific Daniel 8 and Daniel 11 related prophecies for the greater details of this guided apostasy. This

is how 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12 has many key features cross related to Daniel 11:30-35, 41 and Daniel 8:11-14, 23-25 apostasy details that give it

modern relevance to light up the modern Bethel King North infested spiritual roach nest.

The 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12 Connection to Daniel 8 and 11

1. Thus we see the Daniel 8:11-13 and Daniel 11:30-32a parallels have marked events in 1990 with the 3rd UN placement of that time, like the UN

NGO exposed well after the fact in 2001. To get to the point of actually officially joining the UN global promotions campaign, right in Bethel

publications (Awake! 9/8/1991), it is obvious preparations had to have been made at Bethel prior to that event, it had to have been “already at

work” well back to the 1976 Governing Body development as the true first “lifting themselves” red flag, now the obvious first signal of factional

apostate activity at Bethel.

2. More importantly the Governing Body development is the source of progressive and perpetual subversive control in everything. And even that

Governing Body conceptual acceptance had to have preparation for it to have gone into a coup and a dictatorship that also has a planned final phase

to attempt to fully undermine the now apostate Christian ministry even more fully. Thus God had to permit all this for greater purposes later and to

fulfill key final signal prophecy. (2Thess2:11-12);

We shall see Daniel 8 and 11 contain the details of this “already at work” gradual development in tangent with, parallel to,

marked 3rd UN placement events also present in those prophecies. (Dan11:31b, Dan8:23a);

3. This prophecy did not fulfill in the WW2-to-Cold-War era, it fulfilled with “already at work” “gradual” preparation leading to the 1990 3rd UN

placement and Bethel’s UN NGO compromise:

(Daniel 11:30-31) “And he (8th King/King North) will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act

effectively (produces a successful operation Dan8:12b); and he (8th King) will have to go back and will give consideration to those

leaving the holy covenant. (that cannot be 1919 determined and already exposed “apostate Christendom”. It is modern anointed core

defection at Bethel that aids subsequent internal 8th King access) 31 (Bethel subversion:) And there will be arms that will stand up (at

Bethel; Dan11:41; Luke21:20), proceeding from him (8th King planners);  and they  (collusion operation) will actually profane the

sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. (in the “gradually given over” nature of subtle apostasy); (3rd UN

placement 1990:) “And they (team effort) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (primary 3rd

UN placement, 1990; and Bethel’s “disgusting thing” version in UN NGO, 1991, at Bethel; Matt24:15; Dan8:13 “transgression causing

desolation”);

3. Thus it is no coincidence Bethel takes part in the UN covering subversion and profanation operation while as UN NGO they aid the global “new

world order” promotionals of that 3rd United Nation manifestation after the Cold War. (Dan11:29); It is no accident in what is now fully developing

to a  final coup at Bethel. Though JWs are fully off course and lost, the real crash is yet to come.

4. Thus the apostasy and lawlessness also implies in the above that it took time to be “considered” (Dan11:30b), that it was implemented first in

anointed Christian defection – “those leaving the holy covenant” – for the subsequent Daniel 11:41 prophetic “enter the Decoration” “King North”

infiltration allowance of the parallel of the Daniel 11:31a “arms that stand up” into the JW ministerial “established place” “fortress”. That is the same

JW “army gradually given over” in Daniel 8:12 and the same parallel apostate development by sustained 8th King infiltration and guidance from an

anointed defection first developed that allowed such impostor access fully.

A. The “stand” of the “King of Fierce Countenance” in Daniel 8:23 is the parallel to the 3rd UN placement of Daniel 11:31b.

Daniel 8:23-25 is the 3rd to 4th UN placement continuum paralleling the Daniel 11:30-45 identical 3rd to 4th UN 8th King

“King North” continuum.

5. Thus clearly in the prophecy are a number of unique converging developments: (1) “King North” “considers” and carries out “effectively” the (2)

anointed defection to (3) allow the “gradual” infiltration to in time be carried to the point of the prophetically marked (4) UN NGO objective of the
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public lawless event in the UN NGO alliance at the (5) 3rd UN event of 1990 and to (6) cover-up the true meaning (Dan8:12) of this prophecy fully

marked in the 1990 period at Bethel and the 3rd United Nations manifestation while (7) adjoining the “disgusting thing” as the UN NGO

“transgression causing desolation” of Daniel 8:13.

6. This is also why Bethel has nothing new to relate about the UN 8th King since 1945, they simply bypass all modern UN development since 1990

and act as if nothing special is going on, just waiting for “the end” here, just extending the delusion under cover of now outdated UN developments

of the past. No wonder there is no actual “new light” of any significance since 1970, but instead Bethel retains past error and reinforces

contradicting waffling doctrines on purpose.

7. The “effective” profaning process upon the “sanctuary” (anointed status; Zech3:1-3), the “fortress” (ministerial “established place” of Bethel) and

the “constant feature” (the anointed ministry itself) also took time. Thus the gradual manner of the “lawlessness” being “already at work” in

Jehovah’s witnesses to even affect the Jehovah’s witnesses ministerial “army” as that ministry is “given over” is in both prophecies, it is all details of

the same Bethel apostate “malaise” process.

8. This “gradual” development is also shown in Daniel 8:12, as is the Bethel prophecy cover-up and “effective” “success” of this portion of the Bethel

overall apostate “operation of error”:

(Daniel 8:11-12) . . .And all the way to the Prince of the army it put on great airs, and from him the constant [feature] was

taken away, and the established place (Bethel JW worldwide organization) of his sanctuary was thrown down. (eventually comes in

serious manifestations upon the Bethel corporations as Daniel 8:13) 12 And an (JW worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to

8th King infiltrative control), together with the constant [feature] (imbibed with misinformation), because of transgression; (UN NGO

and other sins permits allowance of the compromise by also progressively removed divine blessing and discernment while fulfillment of prophecy

is effected for greater future purpose); and it kept throwing truth to the earth (cover up, misinformation), and it acted and had

success. (Dan11:30 “act effectively” completely successful unlike anything World War 2 produced in ultimate failure when compared to this 8th

King engineered intelligence and subversion operation deployed through the Governing Body and installed Bethel agents);

The Bethel Act

1. Thus the Bethel apostasy is developing in a unique manner with unique methods in spite of it being a repeating principle of apostasy. The Bethel

apostasy doesn’t come in with “Babylonian” religious root practices blatantly, it doesn’t reveal intent abruptly, though it has some big red flags it

waves them in with “smooth word” distractions well spaced in time. (Dan11:32a);

A. It is more an operation of omission of critical final 8th King 3rd and 4th cycle details present in prophecy from a 1990 marked UN placement

event that is of course foretold and outlined in prophecy. Then it uses prophetic truth in need of modern 8th King updates in now a jumbled final

arrangement of misapplication to use that truth, but with erred ordering, as the smokescreen for the final coup event is spaced in, now another

twenty years from the 1990 UN NGO fiasco, which was spaced fifteen years after the 1976 Governing Body power grasp. That pattern is not

accidental and random.

2. Thus since 1990 concealing that UN developmental outline in its final 3rd and 4th cycle leg in Daniel 8 and 11 as a final connected continuum is

important for 8th King developmental secrecy for establishing globalization components of world government with as little fanfare as possible.

Silencing Jehovah’s witnesses is the main goal because it was the last point of valid prophetic exposition through the 2nd UN placement of 1945, lost

by 1990 3rd UN placement cover up.

A. Isolating Jehovah’s witnesses from modern globalization and global financial developments from modern researchers furthers the goal as

modern prophecy marking developments are not connected to the great details in Daniel 8:11-14, 23-25 and Daniel 11:27-45 concerning the

globalization of “King North” into the the 8th King totality. Instead Jehovah’s witnesses think the United Nations mere “image”  is the end of

development and the 7th King rules to Armageddon rather than being superceded by the logical 8th King (Dan11:42-43), the last king in this

sovereign progression. (Rev17:11-18);

Jehovah’s witnesses are mentally in a perpetual “1960” as far as prophecy and world power developmental understanding.

3. Thus the Bethel apostates simply slipped into a functioning truth, bypassed significant UN developments in 1990 and simply extend the charade

using voluminous past truths, traditions and impressions of Jehovah’s witnesses from a formerly valid and foretold ministry that greatly aids the full

acceptance of the Bethel act.

A. Now the “food at the proper time” is chock full of “wormwood”, “leaven of the Bethel Pharisees”, and plenty of pretty pictures dressing up the

over simplified hypnotics of the past, over and over again, with plenty of guilt primed calls to action and appeals to conscience and fear to further

the distracting diversion from reality with more Bethel back patting. It is all a big distraction process.

4. The “gnat” scale focus of Jehovah’s witnesses on everything but Bethel reality is “effective” and has slid by “successfully” as intended on the

duped global JW flock with this strategy. It merely must keep extending the act to the final Bethel coup period.

5. Thus the omission of up-to-date truth of prophecy is aided by a distracting organizational busy-body behemoth that abuses former Christian

validity by using assumed “faithfulness” to disguise its “evil slave” interior and ulterior motives with a dictatorial level of tyranny. The Bethel



“Popes” are now armed with the “Gehenna” threat and lawless authority that Jehovah’s witnesses buy because they believe the “Governing Body” is

a divine “successor” entity extended to modern times from a manmade superimposed presumption in Acts 15:1-35.

6. That could not be further from the truth. And yet this exact same kind of apostate override marks Israel and Christendom prophetic history like

the repeating principle and prophecy that it is, it is us Jehovah’s witnesses that should have known better and guarded against it.

7. But too, prophecy must fulfill and the grander purpose of allowing this apostasy is to form a final temple judgment and global signal event and

awareness of the final cycle of prophecy.

CSI Bethel: The Same Apostate Principles at Work

1. Thus when Paul’s prophecy says the “mystery of this lawlessness is already at work”, in his time, we see the principle of what led to Christendom’s

apostate state, it took time to fully manifest, but it is the same DNA. That active “lawlessness” “already at work” also applies in the same principle in

Bethel’s accelerated modern version of the same kind of gradual subversion that also was “already at work” deep into Jehovah’s witnesses past

history now becoming, like Christendom, progressively more obvious. The subtle development is how the “operation of error goes to them” at

Bethel and in Jehovah’s witnesses almost imperceptibly and it is a progressive purposeful “operation”.

2. In any event Bethel’s “operation of error” is gradual, now matured yet has been “already at work” early enough in development of the Governing

Body to subsequently be well positioned to cover up the 1990 3rd UN placement from a valid Jehovah’s witnesses Christian ministry that formerly

did successfully expose the first two UN placements as prophecy. (Dan11:31b, Dan8:23a are both 3rd UN placement prophecy of 1990);

3. Somewhere between 1945 2nd UN placement exposure, and the 1990 3rd UN placement cover up in lieu of the UN NGO the JW ministry fully

derailed as something went fully awry at Bethel. We don’t need Sherlock Holmes here to now figure this out. It is now glaringly obvious the 1976

rogue “Governing Body” coup is the “something” that went wrong and guided the rest of this apostate process “gradually” further and further once

in full stranglehold control. Bethel is the modern scene of the apostate crime, plain and simple, it is what it is.

A. The Governing Body same “man of lawlessness” fingerprints are all over the UN NGO and the bypass of 1990 3rd UN placement prophecy.

4. A point is if Jehovah’s witnesses never had truth, then this “operation of error” would be unnecessary in that ministry. But because Jehovah’s

witnesses were successfully exposing the first two United Nations prophecies in 1919 and 1945 it was an 8th King imperative to shut up the 3rd UN

placement of 1990 to make sure it did not get exposed, like the former two, as prophecy continuing to fulfill. The Governing Body “collective

temple criminal” is the who that concealing objective was carried out through. The internal factional subversion was undetectable upon any single

culprit, the Governing Body “holy man” veneer provided the perfect cover, the “rule by committee” concept allowed the factional to full control to

develop invisibly.

By Jehovah’s witnesses potentially fully exposing the UN 1-2-3 developments in 1919, 1945 and 1990, the UN ultimate 1-2-3-4

progression in four foretold 8th King cycles in prophecy to fourth cycle world government, 1-2-3-4, would become fully

obvious. Thus the 1990 3rd placement was concealed from JW awareness as the Governing Body frauds squelched the final

anointed dialogue when Fred Franz “died”.  (4 UN Prophecies Chart) 

5. That is why that 3rd UN placement awareness needed to be diverted and has been diverted by these Bethel 8th King allied apostates and

impostors.

6. Thus Jehovah’s witnesses were the last point of Christian enlightenment and for that reason it has been the only real target to subvert, and that is

why the apostasy has indeed developed at Bethel for this purpose and why prophecy is what exposes it first, God has already known way back in

Daniel’s time the Bethel development of today.

Ever thought something isn’t quite right at Bethel and with Jehovah’s witnesses? You are correct, and this apostate

development is why.

The Governing Body Red Flag and Smoking Gun

1. We know it is the unique Governing Body dictatorial coup of 1976, as a potential cell of subversion, that developed between the 2nd and 3rd UN

placements, between 1945 and 1990, and that is significant.

2. It is no coincidence the UN tracking ministry was also lost after 1976.

3. It is no coincidence those rogues joined the UN NGO 8th King endorsement campaign by 1990 and sent Jehovah’s witnesses out globally also

pushing UN NGO plugs and quotes in Bethel publications door to door. (Awake! 9/8/1991);

4. All the significantly lawless Jehovah’s witnesses related scandal starts with the Governing Body coup, but in reality that illegal non-Biblical body

has been a God permitted error from the inception of its acceptance upon pure superimposed presumption. (2Thess2:10-12);
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The Governing Body Myth Accepted Was the First Error

In reality there is no defined or named “governing body” in Acts 15:1-35 or anywhere else in the Bible for a reason. There is

no such thing as a divinely instituted “governing body”. It itself is a myth and a falsehood.

1. Plain and simple the whole “governing body” mythology is all implied by the Bethel “board of directors” the convenient benefactors and

beneficiaries of the myth. There is no God defined human composed “extra body” with supreme dictatorial authority in the Bible, it itself is part of

“the lie”, it is the first “error” in and of itself. The “divine” “Governing Body” concept is an error-turned-lie by which Jehovah’s witnesses gradually

accepted this abomination because it seemed Biblical – it is based on a plausible extension of logic, but it is an error, the key error.

That “governing body” myth accepted was the first mistake of major consequence later.

2. In time that selfsame abomination accepted in error went into further ministerial seizure by 1976. The only “body” defined in the Bible is the

“body of the Christ” of which Christ is the head, of which arrangement God is the ultimate authority. In the twelve apostles was the last divinely

mandated human authority of “restraint” and they existed in distributed form. There is no “governing body” addressed in Revelation 2-3 seven

letters to the distributed seven congregations because there is no central authority but Christ and God over anointed Christians.

Thus an additional “body” such as a “government body” at Bethel is by its very existence “set in opposition” to God, Christ,

anointed Christians, all Christians and every person on earth, it works against its own interests, it is a falsehood from the

get-go. (2Thess2:1-4);

3. It is not that God condones this apostasy, but it is He that allows it to form in this manner to form the basis of the temple judgment with significant

implications to covering up “King North” 8th King prophecy that must come out once the Bethel subversion is dealt with by God and Christ, it is all

foretold. That is why allowing a significant compromise to form to the scale of this Bethel apostasy and its 8th King alliances will also allow a high

profile development to manifest as the temple judgment to in time call proper attention to what is really inhabiting Bethel: the modern “man of

lawlessness” and “son of destruction”, and what it all really means.

4. Bethel sells the premature end of the world delusion to Jehovah’s witnesses to attempt to cover up the coming required temple judgment, because

it will be desolating as per the 8th King “trampling” of Daniel 8:13 that the UN NGO “transgression causing desolation” guarantees upon Bethel the

UN NGO temple. God will hand Bethel to their 8th King “lover” to accomplish this part of the judgment, the desolation of Bethel as a global

organization, the Daniel 8:11 “throw down” of the “established place”, the beginning of the “tribulation of those days”, the start of the final cycle of

prophecy.

Temple Judgment Purification and Christian Ministerial Recovery

1. Eventually the whole apostasy is to be dealt with by Jesus Christ ending the “desolation” period of the temple judgment to clean out the defectors

and trespassers:

(2 Thessalonians 2:8) Then, indeed, the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will do

away with by the spirit of his mouth and bring to nothing by the manifestation of his presence.

2. Although the Bethel apostasy is already self-revealing in initial form (John12:6), and being connected to prophecy, that arrival of Christ is the

temple “manifestation of his presence”, because it is not the end yet, it is the Malachi 3:1-2 “sudden arrival” of God and Christ “into the temple” to

actually perform the final purification (Isa66:6) to produce the final warning (Rev10:11) by first removing the Bethel based and globally effective

“man of lawlessness” from the anointed association.

3. Hence this is why the “judgment starts with the house of God” as per 1 Peter 4:17.

(Malachi 3:1-2) “Look! I am sending my messenger, and he must clear up a way before me. And suddenly there will come to

His temple the [true] Lord, whom you people are seeking, and the messenger of the covenant in whom you are delighting.

Look! He will certainly come,” Jehovah of armies has said. 2 “But who will be putting up with the day of his coming, and who

will be the one standing when he appears? For he will be like the fire of a refiner and like the lye of laundrymen.

That “suddenly there will come” event is the temple purification arrival of Christ to the temple after the required

“trampling” of Daniel 8:13 as the “morning” of Daniel 8:14, 26.

4. The Malachi 3:1-2 event is beyond the temple inspection, and into the active temple judgment desolation. The temple inspection is now active in

Jehovah’s witnesses as Zechariah 3:1-3, it is the finality of the judgment in the “do away with [the Bethel apostasy and "man of lawlessness"] by the

spirit of his mouth and bring to nothing by the manifestation of his presence” in the temple entering event of Christ ending the Daniel 8:14 “evening”

phase that aligns with the subsequent “morning” “enlightening” effect of the Revelation 9 “abyss” “opening” up in final fulfillment:

(Revelation 9:1-4) And the fifth angel blew his trumpet. And I saw a star that had fallen from heaven to the earth, and the

key of the pit of the abyss was given him. (Christ the angel of the covenant) 2 And he opened the pit of the abyss (of temple



desolation of Daniel 8:13, “desolation” “evening” ending, enlightening “morning” arriving, Daniel 8:14, 26), and smoke ascended out of the

pit as the smoke of a great furnace (the world sees the JW temple judgment desolation “smoke”, Zech3:2), and the sun was darkened,

also the air, by the smoke of the pit. (eventually the true meaning of the judgment “darkens” the world forecast because more judgments

are to come) 3 And out of the smoke locusts came forth upon the earth; (anointed Christians passing the “five wise virgin” testing of the

temple judgment are recovered) and authority was given them, the same authority as the scorpions of the earth have. 4 And they

were told to harm no vegetation of the earth nor any green thing nor any tree, but only those men who do not have the seal

of God on their foreheads. (fraud and defector anointed in the Bethel system, the spiritual “weed” purge of the temple judgment);

5. This is why Daniel 8:14, 26 specify the “evening” darkness starts the temple judgment phasing and timing. The “evening and morning” are a

reference to the “constant feature” as well, so a soon to be known Bethel “established place” event or “constant feature” cessation, or both, will start

the Daniel 8:14 timing, so mark your tentative calendar at such time of such a notable Bethel centered event.

Final Ministerial Recovery in the Final Cycle Active

1. That recovery means the first four trumpet meanings of Revelation 8 final fulfillment round, in sequential order this time, are empowering the

recovery of those anointed Christian “locusts” in progressive “clarifying” temple judgment understanding in the first four trumpets. The fifth and

sixth trumpet “invasion” eventually carries forth the full meaning of the first four trumpets that explain the whole temple judgment (Rev8:3-5)

significance and details (Rev8:7-12), forming the first chapter of the “little scroll” in that summarization and update of all post 1990 8th King

prophecy. (Rev8:8);

A. This prophecy analysis merely states everything repeats with modern 8th King applicability, so this analysis honors all the original Jehovah’s

witnesses truths up to the 1990 diversion and retained “king North” related 8th King errors, and exposes the 1976 period as the start of the

Governing Body 8th King backed scam.

2. Thus the fifth and sixth trumpet global recovered Christian anointed ministry eventually carries forth the understanding of the first four

trumpets and in time merge into the “little scroll” and the final “two witnesses” deployment when the full “clarification” enlightenment is reached to

form the final 1260 day Kingdom proclamation. (Rev10:11, Rev9-11:1-7) As shown in Zechariah 3:1-8, angels are involved in the recovery of

Christians from the temple judgment “trampling” of Daniel 8:13-14 and they oversee the whole deployment of the final “two witnesses”.

A. Now we see the first Revelation 8 fulfillment is honored, we merely replace Christendom’s judgment with Bethel’s and up date to world

government scale issues and voila we have the Revelation 8-9 final fulfillment beginning and honoring the original Jehovah’s witnesses’ ministerial

truths of Revelation.

3. Thus as written the Bethel apostasy ultimately fails:

(Daniel 11:32) And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, he will lead into apostasy by means of smooth

words. But as regards the people who are knowing their God, they will prevail and act effectively.

(Daniel 11:35) And some of those having insight will be made to stumble, in order to do a refining work because of them and

to do a cleansing and to do a whitening, until the time of [the] end; because it is yet for the time appointed. (the temple

judgment “time appointed” (Dan8:14) will end the Daniel 11:32-35,41, 8th King and Governing Body inspired era of JW stumbling and subversive

operations at Bethel);

4. Yet the “to be revealed” portion of the “man of lawlessness” exposure can precede the judgment that the revealing is made complete in, for a

period before the purification phase of the “morning” of Daniel 8:14, the “opening” of the “abyss” of Revelation 9 final fulfillment.

5. No doubt after the temple judgment the entire temple judgment prophecy, including the modern apostasy and “man of lawlessness”, will be

accurately explained in the true significance of what it is and what it indicates.

A. For example the first four trumpets do explain (Rev8:7-12), in final fulfillment, the temple judgment meaning of Revelation 8:3-5, and the third

trumpet fully outlines the Bethel “Wormwood” condition of this “fallen star” apostasy of “those leaving the holy covenant” at Bethel as the former

anointed “fallen lamp” that brings its own downfall about as the direct modern apostate parallel to Christendom’s clergy of the first Revelation 8

fulfillment. (Rev8:10-11);

6. We see now God did permit the original “Governing Body” error to “go to them”, but He does not condone it. This “operation of error” now

mature and terminal actually provides a basis of the temple judgment. It also provides a signal for lucid and awake Christians before the temple

judgment.

7. This is the temple inspection phase below now complete or completing exposing that the Bethel lawlessness has now “befouled” the anointed

Christian priesthood identifying “garments” of priestly duty now terminally “befouled” by the Bethel lawless public record and requiring a complete

change of “garments”, angelically aided:

(Zechariah 3:1-3) (Modern temple inspection:) And he proceeded to show me Joshua the high priest (Christian anointed priesthood

symbol) standing before the angel of Jehovah, and Satan standing at his right hand in order to resist him. (2Thess2:9) 2 Then



[the angel of] Jehovah said to Satan: “Jehovah rebuke you, O Satan, yes, Jehovah rebuke you, he who is choosing Jerusalem!

(coming intrigues and purification:) Is this one not a log snatched out of the fire? (of the temple judgment “trampling” of Dan8:13)” (“fire”

of Rev8:3-5); 3 (modern anointed priesthood reality:) Now as for Joshua, he happened to be clothed in befouled garments and

standing before the angel. (Bethel’s “operation of error” befouls the global reputation of the anointed Christian priesthood, hence the temple);

8. Thus the temple inspection above finds the “befouled” current status of the parallel “profanations” of the modern Bethel developments of

apostasy. (Dan11:30b). We know how important the Daniel 8:14 “right condition” of this purification really is in this temple judgment actual

fulfillment coming.

Bethel’s “Operation of Error” and the “Operation of Satan” Convergence

1. And we see Satan’s “Satan standing at his right hand in order to resist him” presence in Zechariah 3:1 has a parallel as well to the “operation of

Satan” in the “operation of error” formation at Bethel:

(2 Thessalonians 2:9-10) But the lawless one’s presence is according to the operation of Satan with

every powerful work and lying signs and portents 10 and with every unrighteous deception for

those who are perishing, as a retribution because they did not accept the love of the truth that they

might be saved.

2. Thus it is no innocent or accidental development up at Bethel and their Governing Body mastery of deception and neither is the main features of

its methods and 8th King related subversion objective.

3. The premature “end of the world” delusion in 2 Thessalonians 2:1-2 is part of the Bethel complex of “lying signs and portents” and “unrighteous

deception” that they now employ to cover up their own apostasy, their 8th King relationship, 8th King world government development cycles 3 and

4, and the temple judgment among other deceptions aiding their successful subversion operation and its concealment. It is all part of the Bethel

deception objective and it gets worse in time as the real Bethel coup development manifests soon.

4. The phrase “those who are perishing” does not mean all Jehovah’s witnesses are perishing. It means the determination is based on repenting or

not from the error when it is completely exposed as it will be, just as opportunity arose to flee the Christendom error as that was exposed previously

upon this prophecy in the original Jehovah’s witnesses ministerial first “witness”.

5. The whole Bethel apostasy forms a basis of the need of admission and repentance from Jehovah’s witnesses and the determination of who

condones the modern lawless Bethel system. Thus the outworking of this temple judgment phase has to also be drawn out to make this known to

Jehovah’s witnesses in time, with time to repent:

(Revelation 2:20-23) “‘Nevertheless, I do hold [this] against you, that you tolerate that (Bethel) woman Jezebel, who calls

herself a prophetess, and she teaches and misleads my slaves to commit fornication and to eat things sacrificed to idols.

21 And I gave her time to repent, but she is not willing to repent of her fornication. 22 Look! I am about to throw her into a

sickbed, and those committing adultery with her into great tribulation, unless they repent of her deeds. 23 And her children

I will kill with deadly plague, so that all the congregations will know that I am he who searches the kidneys and hearts (temple

inspection parallel principle), and I will give to you individually according to your deeds.

6. It forms a final “weed” and “wheat” separation right in Jehovah’s witnesses in the modern final form prior to the final mission. (Rev10:11); It

forms a final “foolish virgin” and “wise virgin” determination. It forms the real final “evil slave” and “faithful slave” designate determination through

the temple judgment. It calls all Jehovah’s witnesses to “sackcloth” repentance as Revelation 8 proceeds to Revelation 9-11. This is part of how the

final “two witnesses” again put on the “sackcloth”, not just because of the final mission “little scroll” message content, but because of the temple

judgment realizations.

The real Bethel apostate condition is not going to be an easy pill for many Jehovah’s witnesses to swallow.

(Isaiah 7:9) Unless you people have faith, you will in that case not be of long duration.

The Bethel Gradual Transformation

1. God knows it was a subtle transformation that fully overtook Bethel especially from 1990 forward, when they “bedded down” with the UN NGO

“King North” 8th King officially. But even since 1976 the Governing Body was an ominous red flag of this transformation at work right in Bethel’s

own “metamorphosis” when we see all this in retrospect:

(2 Corinthians 11:13-15) For such men are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into apostles of Christ.

(Rev2:2) 14 And no wonder, for Satan himself keeps transforming himself into an angel of light. 15 It is therefore nothing

great if his ministers also keep transforming themselves into ministers of righteousness. But their end shall be according to

their works.



2. Thus we have further principle application of how Satan is involved with the “gradual” “transforming” outcome of today’s apostate Bethel

“superfine” “apostle” frauds from start to finish. It is “little wonder”, really, when we listen to God’s Word rather than self-exalted human sinners

like those in the “Governing Body”. That “body” is the center of the transformation of Bethel into the final apostasy.

3. Now the principle of how Satan works and the cross reference of Satan’s presence at the temple inspection of Zechariah 3:1-3 and the revealing of

the “man of lawlessness” explains how Bethel’s apostate condition has formed so masterfully, “gradually” and “successfully”. It is not only permitted

by God, it is demonically aided by the “operation of Satan” right from within Bethel’s now uncanny ministry, day over day, year over year, decade

over decade, for who knows how long, to set up the 1990 UN NGO travesty and beyond.

4. This is why testing “apostles” is commendable, an implied commandment of God and Christ, and how the “Governing Body” is exposed as liars by

the Bible’s own prophecy and principles in tangent with their own insurmountable public evidence:

(Revelation 2:2) ‘I know your deeds, and your labor and endurance, and that you cannot bear bad men, and that you put

those to the test who say they are apostles, but they are not, and you found them liars. 

5. Once put to the test properly and without fear Bethel’s “superfine apostles” fail, they are examples of the apostolic claimant disguised liars

implied in the above. They are nothing but actors.

6. If Jehovah’s witnesses try to apply that first commendable testing vigilance of the Ephesian congregation above, they are booted from the flock

after being silenced and persecuted by the Governing Body worshiping JW drones from Bethel on down the chain of apostate command into the

congregations. And that attitude was born in the further intensified Bethel “inquisition” of the 1976-1981 period of the Governing Body’s self

protection device going into full action and further development as “policy” to assure their viral “leaven” spread (Rev8:10-11) would be

unchallenged and would have “legal” recourse to put down any opposition to their apostate tyranny.

7. In time they would rule just as the Papacy does, by being first accepted as divine, then eventually worshiped and thus having the duped sheep and

congregational elder “neo-Jesuits” carry out their perpetual purges and silencing to protect the rogue position of the Governing Body King North

vassal dictators. It is the same old story really, the only thing making Bethel special is they subverted the last point of Christian truth and prophetic

exposition.

8. This is how the modern condition of Bethel and Jehovah’s witnesses and the “gradually given over” nature of the subversion is also further

intensified over time “because of transgression” as noted in Daniel 8:12. The piling up of Bethel sins, year over year, spread communally upon all

Jehovah’s witnesses (Rev8:7) condoning and even adoring these lawless Governing Body of Rogues, we see that progressive development aids the

spiritually detrimental effect that gets worse and worse in time as the “love of the great number cools off” “because of the increasing of lawlessness”

right at Bethel by their apostate lead now well disguised under a collective Papal “body”.

9. In effect God’s holy spirit leaves the ministry (Mal1, Hag1) and Satan’s spirit comes in and replaces it and it is worse than the former case in

Christendom once it is matured as it is at Bethel:

(Matthew 12:43-45) “When an unclean spirit comes out of a man, it passes through parched places in search of a resting-

place, and finds none. 44 Then it says, ‘I will go back to my house out of which I moved’; and on arriving it finds it

unoccupied but swept clean and adorned. 45 Then it goes its way and takes along with it seven different spirits more wicked

than itself, and, after getting inside, they dwell there; and the final circumstances of that man become worse than the first.

That is how it will be also with this wicked generation.”

(Matthew 24:11-12) And many false prophets will arise and mislead many; 12 and because of the increasing of lawlessness the

love of the greater number will cool off.

10. Bethel is the “false prophet” center that is the source of this “increasing of lawlessness” among anointed Christians and the whole Jehovah’s

witnesses ministry devolving into a global farce of Bethel based scandal and hypocrites. It is not about “theology” anymore with JW critics, it is

about poring over the Bethel lawless public record, it is now mostly about actual Bethel criminal activity.

11. And its “gradually given over” nature is how it has virtually slipped by most Jehovah’s witnesses remaining in congregations. The “wormwood”

of Revelation 8:10-11 is the now well known global record of Bethel backed injustice for real, not “theological opinion” but Bethel injustice and

criminality as policy:

(Jeremiah 23:15) Therefore this is what Jehovah of armies has said against the prophets: “Here I am making them eat

wormwood, and I will give them poisoned water to drink. For from the prophets of Jerusalem apostasy has gone forth to all

the land.”

(Amos 5:6-7) 6 Search for Jehovah, and keep living, that he may not become operative just like fire, O house of Joseph, and

it may not actually devour, and Bethel may not be with no one to extinguish [it], 7 O you who are turning justice into mere

wormwood, and the ones who have cast righteousness itself to the earth.



12. Thus many Jehovah’s witnesses are misled by this apostasy to actually help the “confirmed drunkards” in the Bethel “evil slave” “beat their

fellow slaves” (Matt24:48), and it is all “smooth word” sold off by silver-fork-tongue Bethel as spiritual protection. (Dan11:32a);

13. Obviously in any organizational authoritative capacity Jehovah’s witnesses have not or are unable to expose and expel the “Governing Body of

Apostasy” at Bethel and thus have certainly not “put those to the test who say they are apostles” in any useful manner to address this disaster

brewing at Bethel.

14. Now it appears the “Governing Body” “faithful and discreet slave” now has full legal control of the Bethel ministry and corporations which is as

good as “King North” not just “entering the Decoration” (Dan11:41) but essentially owning the JW billion dollar “nest egg”. (Eze7:22, Isa1:23) That

given authority is thus soon to have devastating effects upon the JW ministerial resource base “established place” when this coup fully manifests its

full objective in the coming Bethel premature “end of the world” hoax upon Jehovah’s witnesses.

God Permitted Temple Judgment Basis

1. But it all ultimately serves as part of the basis of the coming temple judgment that must come first on God’s house as per 1 Peter 4:17:

(2 Thessalonians 2:11-12) 11 So that is why God lets an operation of error go to them, that they may

get to believing the lie, 12 in order that they all may be judged because they did not believe the

truth but took pleasure in unrighteousness.

2. Now that “judged” can have positive and negative outcomes because the temple judgment is a finalizing period being carried out for faithful and

evil determinations, and as usual God will of course give a period for potential repentance as the truth recovery from the Bethel error is the

objective to form a final warning and to give credible events to identify the true position in prophecy we are really at. (Dan8:13-14, Rev8:3-5);

3. The “why” this “operation of error” at Bethel is allowed by God, affecting the whole anointed Christian community, is for the “retribution” to

come in the temple judgment on anointed Christians, the apostates and unrepentant, the final “weed” removal, the final determination of the

“foolish virgins” is being determined in this temple judgment period. Conversely a “wheat” and “wise virgin” determination is also to be made. In any

event all of us Jehovah’s witnesses, especially in the anointed Christian actual judgment sector, will be guilty and need admission, repentance,

forgiveness and deliverance to get to the final mission officially. (Dan9:9-19);

A. The final fulfillment Revelation 8 “earth” is the whole Jehovah’s witnesses global community that this will fall on one way or another, but with

recovery as the goal amidst a big global signal event period.

4. This is allowed to form a massive basis of the coming equally massive temple judgment, no doubt to manifest at “Biblical proportions” on the

visible Bethel system to account for this true condition at Bethel upon that visible representation of a formerly anointed Christian ministry. The real

judgment comes on anointed Christians for a “wake up call” (Matt25:1-13), apostate Bethel provides the high profile apostate center to connect

easily to prophecy later. It is anointed Christians God and Christ are accounting and cleansing, but all Jehovah’s witnesses will be affected one way

or another.

5. Thus ultimately some Jehovah’s witnesses will be preserved and purified through this judgment (Zech3:4-5), because the final ministerial

recovery is the ultimate goal to fully explain the whole final prophecy and the true final cycle the world will be in when Bethel goes down in

proverbial “flames”. (Zech3:2; Rev8:3-5, Eze10);

6. The temple judgment is using global events from 8th King ultimate backing to create the global context of the Daniel 8:13 “trampling” of the

Bethel worldwide organization, now abomination, thus clearing out the main truth obstacle by using the UN NGO “transgression causing desolation”

relation to the 8th King to effect the desolation. In time those events will become ascertainable as the temple judgment prophecy, because “the end”

delusion and the other jumbled expectations Bethel is selling Jehovah’s witnesses will not manifest in the order or prematurity that Bethel is

teaching to aid the cover of this period.

7. Although the “governing body” and its concept is a falsehood and thus the original lie of greatest eventual consequence, the real “the lie” is now in

the complete misleading and adulterous effect the diverted Jehovah’s witnesses ministry now promotes. It is not all lies, and it is not a a lie from

1914 inception, it has been affected by enough error to make the last nearly forty years of Jehovah’s witnesses ministry a progressive error of

omission, man worship and Bethel purposeful misapplication with cover-up of modern prophecy and its 8th King subject. (Rev8:10-12);

Admission and Repentance from the Bethel Apostasy

1. Thus an admission of much Bethel backed sins will be required to fully explain the first four trumpet meanings of the temple judgment reality as

Bethel must be first exposed to get on with the post 1990 8th King prophetic details they are covering up.

A The “Governing Body” and its very concept of divinity will have to be condemned and exposed  for “the lie” it is, and that will test the core

honesty of all Jehovah’s witnesses. What is going to be “unusual”, yet right in the prophecy, is the visible judgment to come upon Bethel enabled and

guaranteed by their “Assyrian” aligned UN NGO endorsing days of public adultery. (Jam4:4);
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B. This is why the “unusual work” of God’s “strange deed” is what is befalling the “rich man class” Governing Body “purple decked” Bethel system

next, not Christendom:

(Isaiah 28:21) For Jehovah will rise up just as at Mount Perazim, he will be agitated just as in the low plain near Gibeon, that

he may do his deed—his deed is strange—and that he may work his work—his work is unusual.

2. Bethel is this modern den of Matthew 24:48 “confirmed drunkards”:

(Isaiah 28:1-3) 28 Woe to the eminent crown of the drunkards of Ephraim, and the fading blossom of its decoration of beauty

that is upon the head of the fertile valley of those overpowered by wine! 2 Look! Jehovah has someone strong and vigorous.

Like a thunderous storm of hail, a destructive storm, like a thunderous storm of powerful, flooding waters, he will certainly

do a casting down to the earth with force.  3 With the feet the eminent crowns of the drunkards of Ephraim will be trampled

down. (Dan8:13);

In the temple judgment enlightenment period (Rev8:5, Dan8:14, Zech3:4-5, Rev9:1-4) is when the Bethel “rich man” state and attitude present in

some “linened” Jehovah’s witnesses is fully revealed, the “Lazarus” group will become more than just the starved and abused recovered sheep of

the Bethel tyranny but many people when the “two witnesses” objective is met (Rev11:7-13), because the final truth has a far broader and final

salvation appeal and Christ will in time complete his own global ministry in limitless form (Matt10:23, Matt24:30-31, Dan12:11-12), which the

“two witnesses” second witness will have gave eventual “little scroll” announcement of. (Luke16:19-31);

3. Either Jehovah’s witnesses reject the lawless nature of Bethel and make a global admission, or we are fooled by it, or we are part of it. In the

temple judgment Jehovah’s witnesses will either go down with the rotten Bethel ship idol, or we will then be confronted with the prophetic apostate

reality to fully repent from and expose as the first chapter of the coming “little scroll” final warning progression that is commissioned by God and

Christ later. (Rev10, Zech3:4-7);

A In any case the unique temple judgment prophecy (Dan8:13-14) in its repeating nature, and the unique final 8th King cycle (Dan11:42-45) will

change the global complexion as some become aware this marks a final phase. (Dan7:25);

4. This means though Christians are in gross sin in varying degrees, the outcome can still be “faithful” or “evil”, “wheat” or “weed”, “wise” or

“foolish” “virgin” when this temple judgment fully plays out. This is the purpose of Paul’s prophecy from God to aid awareness that signal begins a

judgment phase that in time extends to the world, but God is gauging the process upon a by then repeating prophecy continuum. (Rev8-11, 15-16,

Dan12); It is not a lump sum condemnation, it is a purification to recover those fooled by this apostasy to recover a final ministerial clarification

that will in time form the final Kingdom warning repeating in final form to aid people’s awareness globally, again. (Rev10:11);

A Thus rather than the premature Bethel “the end” delusion which will fail, though the “tribulation of those days” will activate to the world

government resolution, this will be explained in time as a final multi-year period of the climax of the Adamic and post Noachian period of human

sovereign development. (Gen10-11:1-9; Dan2,11; Rev13,17; Zeph3:8-9);

5. As in Zechariah 3:1, it is Satan who is actually operative in Bethel’s now hijacked and apostate ministry because it was the last point of Christian

truth revealed up to the point of this override. Every prophecy of apostasy and 3rd and 4th UN significance that Bethel has been covering up fully

since 1990, will also become part of the final “little scroll” explanation because a 4th cycle, the eventual 4th UN manifestation this time will be

world government (Dan11:45) that will in climax open all heaven upon their heads in due time as God and Christ will respond to that final sovereign

affront to their Kingdom authority. (Rev19:11-21, 2Thess1:6-10);

But long before that finality of “Jehovah’s day” a complete and thorough “second witness” explanatory warning and big

salvation invitation is going global first for the whole Daniel 12:7 and Daniel 12:11 final timed periods that Daniel 8:14

timed period eventually leads to.

6. Thus as bad as it is now in apostasy, and as bad as it is going to get later in the “evening” of the temple judgment, the Bethel apostasy actually will

aid the credibility of the final prophetic cycle as their apostasy is exposed and removed in the temple judgment starting that final prophetic process.

(Rev8-11);

7. The real overall “the lie” is not just the Governing Body cell of initial development, it is also this premature end delusion Paul describes by God’s

spirit in verses 1 and 2. The whole “the lie” is the “1/3″ deviation the Bethel Governing Body hijacked ministry (Rev8:10-11) has accomplished

(Rev10:12), they are selling the 8th King “new world order” official as UN NGO and laced in their publications to Jehovah’s witnesses and had it

gone on that is what Jehovah’s witnesses would have been accepting as “God’s Kingdom” and the Bethel lawless masters as its elite “princes”.

A. The pinnacle “unrighteous deception” is that all this Bethel error creates a premature end expectation with falsely applied prophetic backing

while they have been repulsing millions from actual truth by their conduct and scandals, purposely, while covering up critical 3rd and 4th cycle 8th

King “King North” prophecy.

But not all are going to fail, the truth is what God recovers by all this negative Bethel development which merely stamps the

verifiability of the overall prophecy:



(2 Thessalonians 2:13-15) However, we are obligated to thank God always for you, brothers loved by Jehovah, because God

selected you from [the] beginning for salvation by sanctifying you with spirit and by your faith in the truth. 14 To this very

destiny he called you through the good news we declare (Rev10:5-11), for the purpose of acquiring the glory of our Lord Jesus

Christ. 15 So, then, brothers, stand firm and maintain your hold on the traditions that you were taught, whether it was

through a verbal message or through a letter of ours. (genuine anointed Christians) 16 Moreover, may our Lord Jesus Christ

himself and God our Father, who loved us and gave everlasting comfort and good hope by means of undeserved kindness,

17 comfort your hearts and make you firm in every good deed and word.

Clearing The Bethel Obstacle Away to Start the Tribulation of Those Days

1. What the Bethel “man of lawlessness” (2.0) apostasy indicates, in a more comprehensive reality related to the original Christendom major

institutional apostate system “man of lawlessness” (1.0), is that all organized religion of major scale is now controlled by King North

8th King subversions. The Christian ministry formerly valid from the Bethel “established place” visible ministerial center was the last point of

Christian “reformation” and enlightenment to now go apostate. Now the whole Christendom and Bethel circus is all King North subverted for a final

purpose.

A. But as we see Bethel as the main target will also be the first Christian anointed associated place of a divine temple judgment (1Pet4:17) and

eventual alteration of the overall 8th King destructive goal. (Hos1:4-7). The Destroyer getting active to open the Revelation 9 “abyss” of the temple

desolation is the ominous parallel the 8th King, not respecting prophetic bounds, will experience at some point into the temple judgment.

B. That will not destroy the 8th King “Assyrians” but it will adjust their trajectory to world government to allow the final warning period to come

forth. That will also send a private message to the 8th King camp (Isa37:36) that God and Christ are in the temple (Isa66:6), and the rest will

continue to proceed according to prophecy. That will also establish the Hosea 1:4-7 temple judgment precursor fulfillment upon the the “Assyrian”

known pattern of the first 8th King “trampling” of Daniel 8:14, and what ends that “trampling” and why. (Isa31:8-9; Mic5:5-7);

2. The Bethel “King North” connections in the prophecy and imbibed into the whole pantheon and offerings of the Bethel temple, publications and

fraud priesthood is indication Bethel is an 8th King controlled agency. That collusion is plainly detailed in prophecy. Many see and feel something is

not quite right at Bethel, but they can’t quite put their finger on it. Even if some see the “man of lawlessness” potential at Bethel, they are not

connecting it to a critical prophetic indication and the final cycle requirement.

A. The downfall of Bethel will have a greater salvation broadening meaning for the accelerated recovery no matter how the final ministerial

recovery must emerge. It will also draw the 8th King into an over extension of judgment (Isa36:10, Dan8:13) and that is what Christ as the

“Destroyer” turns back in covert manner in the temple entry, though no doubt it will be known by the 8th King globally in some manner. The

prophecy is clear the temple judgment desolation is terminated by Christ to open the final warning period timing for the recovery and final warning.

It will take a divine action and angelic aid to recover Jehovah’s witnesses, had it just been left to the 8th King and Bethel apostates Jehovah’s

witnesses would be through. (Zech3:2);

3. The failure of Bethel’s false prophetic applications that created the premature end delusion that fails as the “tribulation of those days” resolves

into global recovery (Isa41:1) as the 8th King world government arrives before Christ arrives, rather than expected “the end”, will also have greater

meaning as it fails year over year. Christendom’s prematurely expected “rapture” will also fail. Thus both Christendom in different ways and Bethel

in its unique way have expectations that will utterly fail and leave both discredited as both head into the tribulation period. Christendom as part of

Babylon the Great’s overall organized religion global empire (Rev17:1-3, 18) will outlast apostate Bethel and must go down in the Babylon the Great

whole at the end of the cycle. (Rev17:15-18, Rev16:12, 19);

4. The whole Christendom and Bethel take on the near future will fail (the “tribulation of those days” will manifest), and thus the 8th King

subversion present in those institutions has a greater purpose to discredit all prophecy in time, as they full well know their world government

project is guaranteed by the same prophecy they subvert. The truth subversion is one of omission and rearranged and incomplete/erred prophecy.

Many of the elements forming the framework of JW delusion are true and are going to occur in time individually, just not in the order Bethel is

teaching in purposeful error. They know what they are doing for a specific set of reasons.

The subversion is not because the 8th King doubts prophecy, but to mislead people so as not to know what the world

government completion will mean. (Rev13:16-18, 14:9-12, 19:19-21)

The 8th King Designate Has Learned from Jehovah’s Witnesses

1. The 8th King (and its “two horned wildbeast” Anglo-American globalist elite architects) considers Jehovah’s witnesses prophetic exposition to be

true to that 2nd UN placement (1945) and that is why they had to “give consideration” to that ministry to subvert it by first anointed Christian

defection leading to infiltration in Daniel 11:30-32, 41, Dan8:12-13. They would have no need of subverting Jehovah’s witnesses if they did not have

the truth of the first two UN placements as prophecy (1919, 1945) that would have led to the last two UN placements as more prophecy of Daniel

8:23-25, 11:30-45. The 3rd UN placement being silenced and unexplained as prophecy is the way we know Bethel is subverted fully by that time in

1990. For Bethel to instead join the UN NGO is just a scarlet cherry on top, the public red flag.

A. In the 1914-1926 period the 8th King (King North) and “two horned wildbeast” root system started to “hurl denunciations against the holy



covenant” because it began to surface in its genuine location clearly identified for the first time from the Christendom quagmire system. The 8th

King progenitors knew what and where to hurl those denunciations, they know it is the truth. (Dan11:30); They know what that original “holy

covenant” clarification meant in the original Christian ministerial recovery. Thus the opposing “kingdom” power has been studying Jehovah’s

witnesses for quite some time and they know it is the location of the “holy covenant” and now “those leaving the holy covenant” at Bethel now as

well aiding this intelligence process further because it is now a mature subversion that led to the apostasy.

2. In the process the 8th King learned much about valid prophecy from Jehovah’s witnesses and their own required and guaranteed 8th King

completions in it. The 8th King finished some of the erred final meanings and purposeful diversions for their own use right inside of Bethel, while

arranging JW interpretation to create the premature end delusion with a jumbled mix of prophetic misapplication. (Dan8:12, 2Thess2:10-12);

A. They know Jehovah’s witnesses as an organization are given to the temple judgment first (1Pet4:17) with the UN NGO “transgression” (Dan8:13),

and they know they are guaranteed to complete the full global conglomeration of national power (Rev16:12-16) to complete the 8th King world

government (Rev17:11-18) beyond but including the UN related “image”. (Dan11:45, Dan8:25, Rev11:7);

B. The 8th King planners know a final period of time is required to complete world government fully. It is no accident Bethel implies 8th King as

pinnacle “King North” world government is not even prophetically detailed and foretold. Its sovereign climax meaning is missing from Bethel

teachings to conceal this requirement. The 3rd and 4th UN placement prophecies at Bethel are totally diverted as non-existent.

They also know global religion is theirs to depose in their world government “one hour” (Rev17:12, 18:9-19); How much

more they know of the replication of prophecy is not known, they probably do not perceive it is an exact replication of

Revelation 8-11 and 15-16 that will in the end, of course, devour them.

3. Thus making this all known while the final cycle is active and affords a guaranteed time period to do so will be important and that is why the

second testimony of the “two witnesses” goes forth, again (Rev10:11), as a duplicated warning, a second witness, applicable to another Kingdom

manifestation in the Messianic Kingdom completion final preparation and finale event of Christ’s final coronation as “King of kings” and “High

Priest” upon a full Messianic Kingdom and full Temple 144000 “body” as Jesus Christ the King-Priest in totality upon complete defining entities of

“Kingdom” and “Temple”. (Dan2:31-45);

A. Just as Christ was crowned anointed King in God’s Kingdom in heaven, the full process of Christ’s earthly kingship requires the Messianic

Kingdom appointed sovereign agency to also complete its prophetic process and reality and that includes a fair warning and open invitation before

that event of Christ’s final coronation upon that Messianic Kingdom complete for it is the appointed universal and earthly sovereignty that replaces

all the demon “heavens” (Eph6:12, John 12:31, 16:10) and all the temporary human rulership of earth (1Cor15:24-28);

This is also why the 8th King world government must be complete and in their “hour” before Christ arrives upon them in a

complete global state of by then fully forewarned rival sovereignty.

4. The whole process of the temple judgment is to secure a final warning prior to and leading into that 8th King event before Christ arrives. These

are the details the Bethel apostate and impostor rogues are attempting to simply bypass in lieu of their clever delusion and its false implications to

attempt to delay that final warning as long as they can. (Dan8:14);

5. Thus it is required the 8th King also be complete (Rev16:13-16, Rev17:11-18), stated in final sovereign global claims (1Thess5:1-3) and ready for

the battle of Armageddon (Joel3:9-12) where all this will be leading live and real-time, and hence why God and Christ are producing a final warning,

securing sheep during the final warning and in Christ’s arrival as first priority to be completed prior to the Armageddon universal battle phase.

(Rev19:11-21, 20:1-3, Eze38);

Complete and fully functional globalized 8th King world government and its final sovereign global “world peace” claims

(1Thess5:1-3) is what triggers Christ’s arrival and the eventual “Armageddon” divine war final phase. (Dan7:25-26);

Final Sheep Sweep Priority

1. The “sheep” securing can then go forth even into Babylon the Great’s final deposition (Rev14:6-8) and organized Christendom’s downfall in the

same all encompassing religious “harlot” entity after that system has been fully utilized to aid the confusions and misperceptions of the final cycle

completely.

2. Thus God can shake up the world a final time (Hag2:6-7, Heb12:26) with the seven plague gauged framework in final sequential form (Rev15-16:1-

19) to effect final repentance and awareness with major milestone events manifesting year over year with enough time prior to the divine battle zone

of Armageddon finality. God and Christ’s first priority is saving anyone willing, and Christ assesses all humans to save even some who do not know

they are willing, but will become willing upon realization of that reality, at that time. (Matt25:37); (Chart of coming prophetic milestones)

3. The meaning of Bethel’s organizational downfall (Hos1:4-7) is the last “1/3″ of the Jehovah’s witnesses ministry is an example of what not to do

(Rev8:12), what not to place trust in and what not to give celebrity “supreme council” authority to. (Rev8:10-12); It will also form the final warning

period of the true state of Babylon the Great of which Christendom is just a part of, no longer considered “God’s house” in prophecy and reality, no

longer a distinct entity which distinction shifted to the anointed Christian “temple” a century ago.



4. That was part of the whole point of Revelation 8-9’s first fulfillment in the revived Christian ministry of 1914-1926 of the Daniel 12 preview cycle.

That is also why God will repeat that progression of Revelation 8-11 and will unfold Daniel 12’s final timed periods in final fulfillment to reaffirm the

“first witness” of the “two witnesses”.

5. Thus a final call to that whole global sector will also be enabled because if Bethel failed and was rejected by God in its final “1/3″ operations of the

ministry, as it will be guaranteed by prophecy (Dan8:13-14, Zech3:1-5), it opens an awareness and an opportunity for a global final “sheep” call that

the “two witnesses” are deployed for, to the world and Babylon the Great, because all organized religion will have been demonstrated compromised.

God blowing Bethel’s “weedy” “a system of things” away is a great signal to return to “undeserved kindness”. (Matt13:36-42);

6. By this time and after of course global Christendom is of no real use as an organization for any truth or salvation, they have been fully 8th King

controlled since 1919 and well before, their history is one of opportunistic harlotry made well known by Jehovah’s witnesses but that is also a well

known global reputation.

Bethel the Great

1. Blowing Bethel down (Dan8:11), and the dungeons out, will open the Kingdom the final time for the eventual final anointings and final sealing

affirmation (Rev7:1-4) as God knows the finality and timing of these things not men. The final “sealing” affirmation is through the “tribulation of

those days” which is convergent with the eventual final 1260 days final warning requirement (Dan12:7, Rev11:2-3, Rev10:11) that must emerge in

“that tribulation”. (Mark13:24, Matt24:29);

2. Thus it is logical completing the “two witnesses” final commission is part of the affirming of the seal for anointed Christians found in the “five wise

virgins” as no doubt the Bethel apostasy will find some anointed Christians “foolish” and some irrecoverable, the Bethel delusion test will have been

too much, the “oil” and “endurance” will be depleted. (Matt24:13, Matt25:1-13);

A. This is why Bethel sells the “tribulation of those days”, the “sudden destruction” and the “great tribulation” as all the same thing, to sell what is

coming, which in fact must resolve into final milestones (Matt24:29-31), as if it is the final terminal event. In fact Bethel completely twists the

meaning to suit their purpose: 

Jesus foretold striking developments to come “immediately after” the outbreak of great tribulation, developments

we await. (WT 10/15/1995 p. 23 par. 3)

Obviously Jesus did not say that, Jesus described events after the “tribulation of those days” phase ended. Thus Bethel is promoting the idea the

“tribulation of those days” is basically as good as “the end” to conceal the meaning of the cycle coming up.

B. In the meantime Bethel has avoided the entire phrase “tribulation of those days” for a full ten years after 1999 in their Watchtower and Awake!

publications. This is because the “tribulation of those days” ends into final 8th King world government and Christ arrival events that Bethel is

concealing, not “the end” even then for a period of time in prophecy.

3. That “tribulation of those days” is made distinct from the “great tribulation” by Christ because they are different phases. This because the

“tribulation of those days” ends into 8th King world government first, not “the end”, and then it leads to national and religious sovereign deposition

events of the “sun, moon and stars” darkening. Then the Christ’s arrival event and that still not complete “the end”. The ” “tribulation of those days”

also has a different resolution point and resolving manner, and thus a distinct unique meaning, it is related to but not synonymous with the “great

tribulation”.

4. The “tribulation of those days”, its meaning and its resolution have a distinction from the “great tribulation”, and its meaning and resolution. First

the “tribulation of those days” ENDS BEFORE Jesus Christ arrives plainly shown and much must transpire even after that tribulation concludes:

(Matthew 24:29) “Immediately after the tribulation of those days (That tribulation ends, the 1260 days ends; Rev11:7-10 conclusion

timing just prior to Revelation 11:11-12 event parallels) the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars

will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. (Rev6:12-17 parallel. That development has major global

symbolic meaning for Babylon the Great, the national sovereigns (Rev17:11-18), and eventually the 8th King completion and Messianic Kingdom

completion soon to follow);

5. Secondly Christ arrives after “the tribulation of those days” to secure the finality of all the sheep FIRST, AFTER his “sign” is fully known by

anointed Christians, thus Christ is at least semi-covert in arrival:

(Matthew 24:30) And then the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat

themselves in lamentation (Rev1:7; Rev6:12; that is not necessarily an instantaneous “sign” and “lamentation” process, and neither is this,

this can take time to fully manifest:), and they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds (invisible) of heaven with power and

great glory. (yet also manifest, depending on how Christ is operating, he comes in any form of spiritual power he needs, seen and unseen:

“subduing in the midst of his enemies” in full 8th King form in final form of Ps110:2);

6. And this “sheep” gathering is the first priority and still before the absolute “the end”:



(Matthew 24:31) And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound (7th trumpet related immediate prelude of Messianic

Kingdom completion), and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds (Rev7:1 parallel “four winds”), from one

extremity of the heavens to their other extremity. (both “sheep” groups heavenly and earthly);

In fact Matthew 24:29-31 does not specify the exact “the end”, it outlines the final milestones leading to and in Christ’s arrival that are in fact

sequences of other more complete prophecies prior to “the end”.  (Chart of coming prophetic milestones)

Because Christ’s arrival is parallel to Revelation 11:7-12 events and the removal of the final “two witnesses” ministry, the symbolic “three and a

half day” “death” state of the “two witnesses” transpires between the end point of the “tribulation of those days” and that arrival of Christ, and

that is an unknown period of time in the “three and a half days” meaning in that period.

The Tribulation of Those Days and Spiritual Jerusalem

1. The “tribulation of those days” has a start point and end point with “Jerusalem” related “holy place” and “holy city”

spiritual significance:

A. Start point: Bethel goes down in the first 8th King “trampling” of the temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 to start the “tribulation of those days”.

B. End point: Bethel is judged, exposed and neutralized long before the “tribulation of those days” fully ends. The “tribulation of those days” ends

with the final, but approved state, completion of the “trampling of the holy city” (42 months) of Revelation 11:2-3 and the full cessation of the

“two witnesses” ministry (after the 42 months transpires; Rev11:7) which completes the “tribulation of those days” meaning upon spiritual

Jerusalem – and that spans all the Daniel 8:14 and Daniel 12:7 sequential timings.

Thus temple actions START the “tribulation of those days” as Daniel 8:13, Revelation 8:3-5, Zechariah 3:2 first 8th King “trampling”. A final

“temple measure” of guaranteed 144000 completion in Revelation 11:1-2 then leads to the END of the “tribulation of those days” meaning as the

8th King deposes the “two witnesses” after that 1260 day final warning period expires in a final 8th King “trampling” that proceeds a while after

that 1260 days ends. (Rev11:7); Thus the 8th King is the “tribulation of those days” instrument from start to finish, but it aids the temple judgment

and the 144000 completion in the process.

2. This first 8th King “trampling” starts the “tribulation of those days”:

(Daniel 8:13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one

who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned) constant [feature] and of the transgression causing

desolation (UN NGO alliance of Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple “established place”; Dan8:11) and [the] (JW

worldwide) army things to trample on?” ( first 8th King “trampling” “attack” defining the spiritual meaning of the “tribulation of those days”

beginning); 14 So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will

certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple judgment purification completed in this timed period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5,

Revelation 8:1-5);

That temple judgment “trampling” for transgression (Dan8:13) results in the ministerial recovery (Dan8:14 “right condition”) that eventually

produces the final 1260 day warning deployment of Revelation 10-11:1-7.

3. This last 8th King “trampling” ends with the “tribulation of those days” period ending as the 8th King “ascends from the abyss” (Rev11:7) into full

world government:

(Revelation 11:1-2) And a reed like a rod was given me as he said: “Get up and measure the temple [sanctuary] of God and the

altar and those worshiping in it. (this is a guarantee of judgment and temple completion, not an “inspection” already carried out prior to the

temple judgment of Dan8:13-14 that produces this finality) 2 But as for the courtyard that is outside the temple [sanctuary], cast it

clear out and do not measure it (because it is going into 144000 completion in the final part of the “tribulation of those days” “little scroll”

deployment), because it has been given to the nations, and they will trample the holy city (the final anointed remnant enabling the

144000 completion, Rev7:1-4, Rev14:1) underfoot for forty-two months. (1260 days, Dan12:7, Rev11:3, Dan7:25, Rev13:5; the final 2520

day “seven time” total “two” “witnesses” period of final invitation and warning announcing the Messianic Kingdom completion portion of Christ’s

final King-Priest Coronation and final temple installment, Zech4:6-9, Zech6:9-15);

The “tribulation of those days” spans the Daniel 8:14 (1150 or 2300 days) timing (Rev8) and unknown transition (Rev9) and

the Revelation 11:2-3 1260 day timing included as parallel Daniel 12:7, 7:25, Revelation 13:5.

(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their (second) witnessing (of 1260 days repeating to completion; Rev10:11), the wild

beast that ascends out of the abyss (into 8th King world government) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them.

(the ministry recovered from the Bethel apostasy in the temple judgment is eventually deposed after the final 1260 days has expired.);

That conquest over the “two witnesses” final anointed Christian ministry deposed ends the “tribulation of those days” meaning but also overlaps

into the 8th King “one hour” of eventual if not concurrent “four winds” “bring many to ruin” authority of the ultimate “great tribulation” meaning

in the same period of world “peace and security” because the 8th King will be in sole global power “ascending out of the abyss” into world



government and “bringing many to ruin (including the “two witnesses” ministry and Babylon the Great) DURING a freedom from care” of that

final world “peace and security”. (Dan8:25, 1Thess5:1-3);

And since the “two witnesses” is a ministerial deposition, not necessarily the death of all anointed Christians, “those who are surviving” of the

anointed remnant are “gathered from the four winds” of that more serious 8th King totality of world power and ensuing final 8th King agenda.

The 1 Thessalonians 4:17 Christ “air” event of the parallel seventh plague and eventual seventh trumpet is what ends the “two witnesses” symbolic

“three and a half day” death state as Revelation 11:8-13 events parallel Matthew 24:30-31 events.

Although approximately the same merging period, the end of the “1260 days” and the end of the  “tribulation of those days” are not necessarily

concurrent. Since the 1260 days “when they have finished their witnessing” concludes just prior to the full “two witnesses” deposition, that “two

witnesses” removal really ends the “tribulation of those days”, because the “wildbeast” “wars with them” after the 1260 days ends, but the “two

witnesses” are still operable. Thus the “tribulation of those days” extends past the end of the 1260 days and its end point is defined by “two

witnesses” ministerial deposition.

In the meantime:

1. After Bethel is judged and removed in the coming temple judgment to whatever degree God purposes completing Daniel 8:13-14, eventually the

Revelation 9 “abyss” recovered anointed Christian “locusts” proceeding to the final “two witnesses” commission, IN AN ACTIVE “TRIBULATION

OF THOSE DAYS”, have to carry out that final commission (Zech3:4-7) through the final part of the “tribulation of those days” (Rev11:2). It is that

process of “little scroll” tasked faithfulness that affirms the final 144000 anointed remnant affirming sealing (2Tim4:8) of Revelation 7:1-4 and the

true final “faithful and discreet slave” final appointment (Matt24:45-51), from the temple judgment “five wise virgin” commission and opportunity

during and after the 1260 day period as the “two witnesses” “have finished their witnessing” (Rev11:7);

2. Thus the “two witnesses” are deposed also as the “tribulation of those days” ends, defining its spiritual end point, yet which sealing enables the 8th

King “four winds” of the final “great tribulation” meaning to “make war with them and conquer them and kill them” after “they have finished their

[1260 day required] witnessing”. That final 8th King “war with” is in ascended world government, it is part of the “four winds” meaning

commencing.

3. Since this is a complex time in global scale human history and God is the one knowing the 1260 day actual start point, it is general in overall

meaning of why the end of the “tribulation of those days” is distinguished differently than the end of the “great tribulation”. There is to be

approximations of these two periods transition in “tribulation of those days” and “four winds” meaning, that the “four winds” begin as the

“tribulation of those days” ends because the action on the “two witnesses” is a “four winds” “bring many to ruin” action.

In any event an 8th King completed world government dictatorship fully under Satanic zenith power is a celebration party for global elites and

supporters, but it is also not going to be a day in the park for many of earth’s inhabitants. There is a purpose of them seizing global military,

technological, wealth and governmental power, all “power and authority”. (Rev17:11-18); There is a reason why Matthew 24:22 states “no flesh

would be saved” unless, and this is ultimately more than the “tribulation of those days”, and is “cut short” in the final judgment of God, not what the

“tribulation of those days” resolves into:

(Matthew 24:22) In fact, unless those (great tribulation) days (of the “four winds of the earth”) were cut short, no flesh would be

saved; but on account of the chosen ones those days (the “one hour” of the 8th King) will be cut short.

That is why the real 8th King world government world “peace and security” is the truly most ominous time forming of all

world history.

Essentially the “great tribulation” has a “tribulation of those days” and concluding “four winds” portion overall meaning

because all of it is 8th King inspired and orchestrated and that key distinction of who “causes desolation” is important.

Though God uses the “tribulation of those days” and “four winds” in the seven plague developments, “great tribulation” is of

8th King origination in those meanings. God ends the “great tribulation” in the final divine judgment of “sudden

destruction”. It is not all the same synonymous meaning as Bethel implies.

4. Long before any of that, and to form a valid final warning and invitation, the temple judgment (Dan8:13-14) determines the “wise virgin” “robes of

state” (Zech3:4) parallel “faithful slave” designate but requires a final mission completed (Zech3:6-7, Rev10:5-11) as shown in the divine ultimatum

of Zechariah 3:6-7. That is the parallel to the “little scroll” mission that affirms the final “two witnesses” period of the final sealing and the final

determination of all these final ministerial and priestly symbols for the 144000 remnant spiritual completion into final 144000 complete

empowerment as the “body” of Christ’s Messianic Kingdom final King-Priest crowning.

11th Hour Anointings and Final Sealing

1. Obviously Bethel is “set in opposition” to some final anointed Christians accepting their calling by the denigrating and hyper-holy Bethel attitude

which is for the purpose of suppressing the final anointings and drawing some formerly anointed into apostasy and “five foolish virgin” status. Since

Bethel is actually anti-Christian controlled they have no true familial familiarity with true anointed Christians and that is why they oppose the

“undeserved kindness” for a “Bethel law covenant” among their own royal “purple” lawless rulers in the Governing Body and “exclusive”



Watchtower Society of Bethel elites. That development undermines some Christians awareness and acceptance of their own anointing. (2Pet2:1-3).

A. Bethel’s obviously comatose fossilization shows no holy spirit operates in the so-called “Governing Body” and their Bethel spiritual morgue;

hence no enlightenment or true insight comes forth also squelching the encouragement for potential anointed Christians. Bethel just plays the same

old broken record and hopes no one notices, and many Jehovah’s witnesses buy it.

2. Accordingly Bethel has to be squashed with their squelching apostate and anti-Christian elites to allow the final potential anointings to also

complete and take part with the “five wise virgin” “oil” enlightened determination for the final “two witnesses” deployment through which period

God is the judge of the affirmation final “seal” and anyone feeling the call can make that true “11th hour” “little scroll” final work force (Matt20:1-

16) whether of anointed or earth sheep.

3. This is how the final 1260 day warning, though in a “tribulation of those days” that will resolve prior to Christ’s arrival, will be warning of an 8th

King world government completion period when the “four winds” are also fully enabled from that “little scroll” mission completed with its final

sealed anointed Christian designates to enable the concurrent 144000 completing “gathering”. The “four winds” are also enabled by the fact the 8th

King will be in 100% control of the whole global weapons and technology system as Gog of Magog is also permitted the final “you must become [the

8th King] guard” of Ezekiel 38:7.

4. The “four winds” are released in the 8th King world government “one hour” completion period (Rev17:11-18), it is the 8th King in world

government who “bring many to ruin” “during” “a freedom from care” of their world “peace and security”. That is why the “hour of test” (Rev3:10)

is the same “one hour” of world government completed authority and the same “one hour” of Babylon the Great’s final judgment at the end of this

cycle. (Rev13:5 parallel final cycle);

A. Thus the 8th King is ruling a period with dual significance destructive for 8th King undesirables and peaceful for 666 supporters and 8th King

global elites and former national “8th King” system empowered “kings”. (Rev13:16-18, Rev17:11-18);

Tribulation of Those Days Versus Great Tribulation

1. Since this whole “tribulation of those days” period, which resolves and ends into world government, is 8th King inspired it can be considered a

part of the “great tribulation” because they are who “causes desolation”, BUT it is the uni-polar “one hour” of 8th King full world power that is the

most dangerous period, that is the post “tribulation of those days” period, that is it is after the “tribulation of those days” ends into which period the

“four winds of the earth“, the 8th King ruled “earth” system, are released, permitted to occur by God’s four “angels” in Revelation 7:1-3. That is the

ultimate “great” “tribulation” meaning, the final 8th King and Gog salvo period, the grand finale.

This is why the “tribulation of those days” resolution is not “the end” and why the “great tribulation” cessation is a

different action, God and Christ end the “great tribulation” after the “tribulation of those days” is already resolved.

The “great tribulation” is also not the “sudden destruction” of God’s judgment. The “sudden destruction” is what ENDS the

“great tribulation” it is a divine judgment. The “great tribulation” is 8th King inspired.

2. That “great tribulation” is the same “four winds” from which Christ “gathers” the final 144000 “who are surviving” (1Thess4:17; Rev16:17-20)

from. That is why that 1 Thessalonians 4:17 scripture occurs right before the divine eventual “sudden destruction instantly upon them” of 1

Thessalonians 5:1-3 – the “great tribulation” “four winds” are ended by God (Matt24:21-22, 1Thess5:1-3), and its end is preceded by the final

“gathering” (1Thess4:17). The 8th King and Gog “great tribulation” “four winds” period is so complete “no flesh would be saved” had God not “cut it

short” in the “sudden destruction” of the 8th King system.

3. That is why Enoch, the symbol of human transference (Heb11:5, Gen5:24), also uttered that parallel “gathering” prophecy of God and the angels

at Jude 14. (Zech14:5b); The 144000 completion enables the final earth “sheep” “gathering” from the “four winds” which is the “great tribulation”

final 8th King “goes forth to devote many to destruction” (Dan11:44, Dan8:25 parallel) from which the “great crowd” “comes out of”, it is an active

not yet ended specific “great tribulation” meaning in that final progression. (Rev7:9-17);

4. This is why the “tribulation of those days” resolves prior to Christ’s arrival, while the “great tribulation” is ended by God as he “repays tribulation

to those who cause tribulation for you” and then fully “cuts short the days” of that “great tribulation”. (2Thess1:6-10, Matt24:21-22); It has a

different finale meaning than the “tribulation of those days” that plays out and resolves (Matt24:29) before Christ even shows the “sign of the son of

Man” for anointed Christians (Matt24:30), and even yet fully arrives “on the clouds” and with “power and great glory”.

5. Christ arrives to complete the 144000 from the remnant “who are surviving” which God affirmed the final “sealing” of in that enabled final

“gathering” “he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds”

(Matt24:31), the “four winds” of the Revelation 7:1-3 “great tribulation” parallel meaning.

A. Then Christ “gathers” all the “harvest of the earth” “sheep” (Rev14:14-16) under full Messianic Kingdom completion (Rev14:1) power:

(Mark 13:27) And then he will send forth the angels and will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds (of the great

tribulation), from earth’s extremity  (earth sheep) to heaven’s extremity  (heaven sheep).



B. This is why the “tribulation of those days” resolves before Christ’s arrival, the 8th King ends that period to present world government, just like

they did when WW1 and WW2 and the Cold WW3 resolved, this is their fourth cycle. (Dan11:42-45, Dan8:24-25); That fourth cycle uses the same

“death stroke healed” and “abyss rise” principle used after WW1 to present the League of Nations and after WW2 to “abyss rise” the United Nations.

(Rev13:3, 17:8);

6. The “tribulation of those days” world “peace and security” resolution to present 8th King full world government is the final form of that world-

war-to-world-government presentation in those principles as used in all three world wars including the “Cold War” to present an 8th King related

UN rendition after those wars resolved in 1919, 1945 and 1990. Thus the fourth cycle 8th King formula is predictable as well as present in

prophecy.

7. That is the 8th King “one hour” of full world government which oversees the final “two witnesses” deposition that aids the 144000 completion. It

is the same “one hour” in which Babylon the Great is fully deposed by 8th King “one hour” of authority. (Rev17:15-18, Rev18:9-19);

That is how the 8th King “bring many to ruin” at the same time as they declare the final world “peace and security”

parallel of the “a freedom from care”. (Dan8:25);

8. In whatever “two witnesses” means God uses it will be temporary and “little scroll” short in duration (big in impact) since it is ushering in the

incorruptible Kingdom of God as the final replacement in Christ’s Messianic Kingdom final universal sovereign agency completing the 144000 for

that exact sovereign purpose. Make no mistake, this will occur, lying religions do not invalidate the word of God though “all men be found liars”

(Rom3:4), God is His own truth speaker and so is Jesus Christ the only entities one is to trust:

(Matthew 6:9-10) “‘Our Father in the heavens, let your name be sanctified. 10 Let your kingdom come. Let your will take

place, as in heaven, also upon earth.

9. The downfall of the Bethel pantheon of lords and idols will thus clear up a way for a far broader salvation message filtering the former Christian

truth in Jehovah’s witnesses from 1914 to 1969 to its bare minimum minus the Bethel lies and profanations:

(Acts 15:28-29) For the holy spirit and we ourselves have favored adding no further burden to you, except these necessary

things, 29 to keep abstaining from things sacrificed to idols and from blood and from things strangled and from fornication.

If you carefully keep yourselves from these things, you will prosper. Good health to you!”

10. But fully explaining the whole UN quadruple cycle prophecy in detail all the way to its guaranteed world government goal which must of course

be complete when Christ arrives upon them, is not going to be dropped from the “little scroll” complete requirement, it is the main import of the

final warning.

The Final Ministry

1. Thus when Christ speaks of endurance modern Jehovah’s witnesses will need more. This directive precedes the Matthew 24:14 prophecy:

(Matthew 24:13) But he that has endured to the end is the one that will be saved.

2. Because to carry out this directive to the full:

(Matthew 24:14) And this good news of the kingdom will be preached in all the inhabited earth for a witness to all the

nations; and then the end will come.

3. Anointed Christians and Jehovah’s witnesses will have to carry out the Kingdom witness again:

(Revelation 10:11) And they say to me: “You must prophesy again with regard to peoples and nations and tongues and many

kings.”

4. The second of the “two witnesses” announces the Messianic Kingdom completion by the Christ arrival to complete the full 144000. That is what

the recovery of the 3rd and 4th UN placement continuum leads to as it progresses live and real-time to Daniel 12 which logically must have a final

fulfillment as Daniel 11:42-45 must converge into Daniel 12 in real-time.

5. Daniel 12:11 “place the disgusting thing” is the parallel of the Daniel 11:45 “place [King North] palatial tents” at the end of the fourth UN cycle

coming up. Thus the Daniel 12:7 1260 days final fulfillment must transpire in the context of Daniel 11:42-43 global financial intrigues aiding the

final 8th King global “King North” power consolidation of Revelation 17:11-18.

6. Thus the end of the 1260 days of Revelation 11:2-3 parallel to Daniel 12:7 in the cessation of the second “two witnesses” that results from the

attack of the “wildbeast that ascends out of the abyss” into world government (Rev11:1-7) is the parallel of the attack phase of Daniel 11:44 also

heading into King North world government.

http://templelijah.wordpress.com/un-fourth-cycle-soon/8th-kingking-north-world-government-as-simple-as-possible/


A. That “two witnesses” cessation of the final warning ministry (Rev11:7-10) is the Daniel 12:11 parallel of the “constant feature has been removed”.

As we see the “disgusting thing” of world government will also be being placed at that time to fully define both Daniel 12:11 criteria.

7. Bethel successfully stalling and derailing the examination of Daniel 11:27-45 and Daniel 8:23-25 as 8th King final progression details over the 3rd

and 4th UN placement sequence is what suppresses the logic that Daniel 11:42-45 is a modern fulfillment yet to occur that of course must arrive at

Daniel 12:1 “during that time”, the “time” of Daniel 11:42-45 final developments.

8. Thus the Bethel King North infiltrators fully understand exactly what connections and details they are subverting to undermine the awareness the

4th UN cycle is a prophetic final phase of prophecy. If Jehovah’s witnesses do not comprehend the 3rd UN placement of 1990 as significant and

prophecy of course they are unaware the 3rd to 4th UN progression is a guaranteed prophecy. Thus Jehovah’s witnesses have to understand the 3rd

UN placement of 1990 to even be aware of the 4th UN cycle of the future.

9. The temple judgment will neutralize and expose the Bethel apostasy to make this awareness global news while that 4th cycle is in action.

Cross References to the Temple Judgment

(2 Thessalonians 2: 9-10) But the lawless one’s presence is according to the operation of Satan with every powerful work and

lying signs and portents 10 and with every unrighteous deception for those who are perishing…

1. Thus the presence of Satan in the Bethel apostasy and “man of lawlessness” connects to the temple inspection and temple judgment of Zechariah

3:

(Zechariah 3:1) And he proceeded to show me Joshua the high priest standing before the angel of Jehovah, and Satan

standing at his right hand in order to resist him.

2. The “Joshua the high priest” symbol is of the anointed Christian priesthood on earth “standing” in this temple inspection court scene before God

and the “angel of the covenant”. (Mal3:1); The “set in opposition” nature of the “man of lawlessness” is the internal “resistance” to the truth at Bethel

and is Satanically inspired. Thus the apostasy and its “operation of error” lies and illusions is part of the subverting resistance and its “befouling”

profaning influence.

3. The judgment and true Bethel condition is foregleamed here:

(Zechariah 3:2) Then [the angel of] Jehovah said to Satan: “Jehovah rebuke you, O Satan, yes, Jehovah rebuke you, he who

is choosing Jerusalem! Is this one not a log snatched out of the fire?”

4. Then the current status of the anointed Christian priesthood from the modern temple inspection is stated here:

(Zechariah 3:3) Now as for Joshua, he happened to be clothed in befouled garments and standing before the angel.

5. The determination of this condition is that an impure Christian anointed priesthood condition is a result of this apostasy and its global reproach

orchestrated by the Bethel lawless circus. And that precursor “befouled” condition of the effects of “the lie” and the “operation of error” are what

indicate the temple judgment accounting and purification is required.

6. Now as outlined in the modern Bethel delusion (2Thess2:1-2), by “operations” its lawless apostate “man of lawlessness” engineers in 2

Thessalonians 2:1-4, to produce and manage the apostasy (Dan11:32a) right under the veneer of an approved clean Christian ministry (Dan11:41),

right “in the temple” environment (Dan8:12), the true internal Bethel state is terminally compromised.

7. It is in 8th King “King North” collusion:

(Daniel 11:32) “And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant (at Bethel), he (8th King/King North) will lead into

apostasy by means of smooth words. (The Bethel “smooth words” 8th King cover-up in the JW publications is part of the smoothly justified

apostasy);

8. That is the key apostasy here:

(2 Thessalonians 2:3) Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the apostasy comes first and the

man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction. 

9. It is profaning the entire ministry:

(Daniel 11:30-31) “And he (8th King/King North) will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act

effectively (produces a successful operation Dan8:12b); and he (8th King) will have to go back and will give consideration to those

leaving the holy covenant. (anointed core defection at Bethel aids internal 8th King access) 31 (Bethel subversion:) And there will be



arms that will stand up (at Bethel; Dan11:41; Luke21:20), proceeding from him (8th King planners);  and they  (collusion) will actually

profane (befoul, Zech3:3) the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. (3rd UN placement 1990:) “And they

(team effort) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (3rd UN placement, 1990; UN NGO, 1991, at

Bethel; Matt24:15; Dan8:13 “transgression causing desolation”);

10. Thus the Daniel 8:14 temple judgment “right condition” of temple purification is this parallel of the anointed Christian priesthood cleansing:

(Zechariah 3:4-5) Then he answered and said to those standing before him: “Remove the befouled garments from upon him.”

And he went on to say to him: “See, I have caused your error to pass away from upon you, and there is a clothing of you with

robes of state.” 5 At that I said: “Let them put a clean turban upon his head.” And they proceeded to put the clean turban

upon his head and to clothe him with garments; and the angel of Jehovah was standing by.

11. That cleansing is this cleansing to culminate the temple judgment:

(Malachi 3:2-3) “But who will be putting up with the day of his coming, and who will be the one standing when he appears?

For he will be like the fire of a refiner and like the lye of laundrymen. 3 And he must sit as a refiner and cleanser of silver

and must cleanse the sons of Levi; and he must clarify them like gold and like silver, and they will certainly become to

Jehovah people presenting a gift offering in righteousness.

12. And once the “constant feature” is brought to the clarified and accurate “right condition”:

(Malachi 3:4) And the gift offering of Judah and of Jerusalem will actually be gratifying to Jehovah, as in the days of long ago

and as in the years of antiquity.

13. The final commission that leads to the Revelation 10:11 second “two witnesses” “you must prophesy again”, as this divine ultimatum to the “five

wise virgins” coming out of the temple judgment into to the purified condition:

(Zechariah 3:6-7) And the angel of Jehovah began to bear witness to Joshua, saying: 7 “This is what Jehovah of armies has

said, ‘If it is in my ways that you will walk, and if it is my obligation that you will keep, then also it will be you that will judge

my house and also keep my courtyards (Matt24:45-51); and I shall certainly give you free access among these who are standing

by.’

14. That divinely delivers the “little scroll” on acceptance of that ultimatum:

(Revelation 10:10-11) And I took the little scroll out of the hand of the angel and ate it up, and in my mouth it was sweet as

honey; but when I had eaten it up, my belly was made bitter. 11 And they say to me: “You must prophesy again with regard

to peoples and nations and tongues and many kings.”

15. And that is the eventual global “sign” of this portent of Christ’s coming arrival:

(Zechariah 3:8-9) “‘Hear, please, O Joshua the high priest, you and your companions who are sitting before you, for they are

men [serving] as portents; for here I am bringing in my servant Sprout! 9 For, look! the stone that I have put before Joshua!

Upon the one stone there are seven eyes. Here I am engraving its engraving,’ is the utterance of Jehovah of armies, ‘and I

will take away the error of that land in one day.’

16. And this is why Zechariah 4 is the parallel reference of the “two witnesses”:

(Zechariah 4:6-9) Accordingly he answered and said to me: “This is the word of Jehovah to Zerubbabel, saying, ‘“Not by a

military force, nor by power, but by my spirit,” Jehovah of armies has said. 7 Who are you, O great mountain? Before

Zerubbabel [you will become] a level land. And he will certainly bring forth the headstone. There will be shoutings to it:

“How charming! How charming!”’” 8 And the word of Jehovah continued to occur to me, saying: 9 “The very hands of

Zerubbabel have laid the foundation of this house, and his own hands will finish [it].

(Zechariah 4:14) Accordingly he said: “These are the two anointed ones who are standing alongside the Lord of the whole

earth.”

(Revelation 11:2-4) But as for the courtyard that is outside the temple [sanctuary], cast it clear out and do not measure it,

because it has been given to the nations, and they will trample the holy city underfoot for forty-two months. 3 And I will

cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in sackcloth.” 4 These are [symbolized

by] the two olive trees and the two lampstands and are standing before the Lord of the earth.

17. This “portents; for here I am bringing in my servant Sprout” is the arrival of Christ which the temple judgment will lead to a fuller awareness of

as the first “portent”. The “stone” in the “For, look! the stone that I have put before Joshua!” statement is the temple completion “head stone” of

Zechariah 4:6-9. The temple completion marked by Christ’s final coronation has to be upon a full 144000 completed “body of the Christ”. That



completion of the 144000 also enables this full completion process as the final Messianic Kingdom completion is also enabled by the same event.

The final “two witnesses” proclamation is of this Messianic Kingdom completion certainty.

18. Everything, including the apostasy to be judged in the temple judgment, is all forming in time this fuller awareness because the 4th UN cycle this

activates within will lead to Christ’s arrival after 8th King world government completes as per Daniel 12:11, Daniel 11:45, Daniel 8:25 and Revelation

11:7.

19. Thus “Sprout” completes the 144000 “gathering” to completion as Christ will complete the 144000 temple (Matt24:30-31, Rev14:1):

(Zechariah 6:12) 12 And you must say to him, “‘This is what Jehovah of armies has said: “Here is the man whose name is

Sprout. And from his own place he will sprout, and he will certainly build the temple of Jehovah.

20. God will place the final temple “stone” in Zechariah 4:7 as Christ the “Crown Stone” of the whole temple which is also the Messianic Kingdom

completion. Thus Christ is the final King-Priest of the complete Temple and Messianic Kingdom:

(Zechariah 6:13) And he himself will build the temple of Jehovah, and he, for his part, will carry [the] dignity; and he must

sit down and rule on his throne, and he must become a priest upon his throne, and the very counsel of peace will prove to be

between both of them.

21. And obviously that Messianic Kingdom completion is the finality of the whole approximate century long process Christ has been overseeing for

God as the anointed King of God’s Kingdom from 1914 and prophecy, and that led to the final ingathering of the rest of the 144000 remnant which

climaxes in this coming final cycle which awareness the Bethel “man of lawlessness” is “set in opposition” to right “in the temple” from which they

are divinely extricated to allow this awareness to go global in completion of the “good news” “sacred secret” full meaning:

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and by

the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and the sea

and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel,

when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own

slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

22. Thus the basic awareness is the prophecy repeats to the now Messianic Kingdom completion requirement and that “good news” will be

taken forth from the temple judgment recovery because the completion of United Nations based actual world government, no matter

how they name and brand that in the end of the final cycle, will trigger Christ’s arrival.

23. Thus the whole “sacred secret of God according to the good news” is “brought to a finish” because all of those sovereign entities and

developments are already in the prophecy as demonstrated in initial preview form of the classic Jehovah’s witnesses Christian ministry of the initial

Daniel 12 cycle that led through the 1914 World War 1 development to its resolution to the League of Nations foundational “image” world

government presentation in 1919.

24. Thus the replication of this prophecy will reaffirm the first Christian ministry of 1914-1919 by bringing forth the same developments leading to

the completion of the 8th King world government and the Messianic Kingdom conqueror of the 8th King all in the same cycle upon exactly the same

principles as the first Jehovah’s witnesses ministry. (This is what the “tribulation of those days” resolves into at Matthew 24:29: 8th King final world

government culmination.)

25. And that requirement of Revelation 10:5-7 leads to the final commission of the “little scroll” summarizing all this, that is deployed in the second

of the “two witnesses” to make this Messianic Kingdom completion announcement as the prophecy repeats in final form:

(Revelation 10:8-11) And the voice that I heard out of heaven is speaking again with me and saying: “Go, take the opened

scroll that is in the hand of the angel who is standing on the sea and on the earth.” 9 And I went away to the angel and told

him to give me the little scroll. And he said to me: “Take it and eat it up, and it will make your belly bitter, but in your

mouth it will be sweet as honey.” 10 And I took the little scroll out of the hand of the angel and ate it up, and in my mouth it

was sweet as honey; but when I had eaten it up, my belly was made bitter. 11 And they say to me: “You must prophesy again

with regard to peoples and nations and tongues and many kings.”

Kingdom Come

(Zechariah 3:10) “‘In that day,’ is the utterance of Jehovah of armies, ‘you will call, each one to the other, while under [the]

vine and while under [the] fig tree.’”

1. That statement connected to Micah 4:4 Kingdom of God previews of Micah 4:1-3 is made at the end of the Zechariah 3 prophecy because it is the

Messianic Kingdom and the 1000 Year Reign of Jesus Christ that will cap off this whole prophecy assuring further “all things written must take

place” to the full of Revelation 20-22 and the earthly paradisiac restoration of human kind and planet earth and the whole creation in the Matthew

19:28 “re-creation” “all things made new”. (Rom8:18-22)



2. Thus all “mountainous” obstacles such as Bethel first, and the 8th King and Satan last, will be neutralized (Zech4:6-8) to make way for this

promised period of Jesus Christ’s rulership and freedom from the slavery of the former, and eventual freedom from death completely. (1Cor15:24-

28); For God to bring it in in an accelerated yet gauged fashion over the replication of Daniel 12 and Revelation 8-11, 15-16 is the fullness of the

warning and invitation that will go forth while this final cycle is active towards the completion of the rival 8th King world government finale whose

extermination will cap off the end of the enemy system with the abyssing of Satan and the demons. (Rev19:19-21, 20:1-3);

The repeating of the whole prophecy as signaled in global fashion with the Bethel desolation first milestone (Dan8:13-14, Rev8:3-5, 1Pet4:17) is by

divine wisdom the strategically perfect way to bring this in with the progressing maturity of the final cycle to eventually all the foretold milestones

will aid the recognizability of the certainty of Christ’s arrival.  (Chart of coming prophetic milestones)

Thus God can save as many people as possible as the first priority and Christ in Kingdom power will complete his own ministry (Matt10:23;

Dan12:11) with salvation as the first goal with sufficient time to do so before the well warned 8th King annihilations begin in earnest upon that by

then completed world government system.

The “little scroll” Messianic Kingdom sovereign ultimatum and invitational will make that all known for the guaranteed 1260 day final “two

witnesses” deployment completing the “seven times” final principle as 2520 days including the first round of Jehovah’s witnesses marked warning in

1914-1918.

======

Charts

Four 8th King UN Cycles 1919-Future

All Four UN Cycles are in Prophecy 2

1. 1919 – Rev13:11-15 (Dan12:11 first fulfillment) as League of Nations after WW1;

A. International Bible Students Association (IBSA) explained as prophecy;

2. 1945 – Rev17:8-11 as United Nations after WW2;

A. Jehovah’s Witnesses (JW) explained as prophecy;

Unknown and unstated by Jehovah’s witnesses:

3. 1990 – Daniel 11:31b as United Nations “New World Order” Initiative after WW3 (Cold War) (Dan11:29);

A. Covered up by Bethel as UN NGO, not explained as prophecy by any religious group;

4. Future – Daniel 11:45; Daniel 8:25; (Daniel 12:11 last fulfillment) as United Nations and World Government after 4th world

tribulation/war cycle to come.

A. Not currently explained by Bethel in lieu of a premature “end of the world” deception.

B. To be explained after the JW temple judgment desolation, purification and removal of lawless Bethel engineered subversion (2Thess2:1-4;

Dan11:30-31; Dan8:11-13);

====

Final Prophetic and World Event Milestones

I. Apostasy, Judgment, Accounting and Recovery of Jehovah’s Witnesses

Now: JW inspection (completing or complete; Zech3:1-5; 2Thess2:1-4);

Now: Bethel Apostasy and Lawlessness Signal of Judgment; (2Thess2:1-12; Zech3:1-3);

Next:

1. ” Tribulation of those Days” Context Begins; (Matt24:15; Dan8:13; Dan11:41 (now), 42-43 (soon); Dan21:1b);

http://templelijah.wordpress.com/graphics-of-final-cycle/all-four-united-nations-presentations-are-foretold-in-bible-prophecy/
http://templelijah.wordpress.com/un-fourth-cycle-soon/8th-kingking-north-world-government-as-simple-as-possible/


2. 8th King Activates Daniel 11:42-45 Final Cycle; (Rev16:13-16; Rev17:11-18);

A. Daniel 11:42-45 Must Converge with Daniel 12 Final Fulfillment;

3. Jehovah’s Witnesses Judgment Starts (1Pet4:17; Dan8:13-14; Rev8:1-6; Matt25:1-13);

A. Temple is Desolated, Purified (Zech3:4-5) and Recovered (Rev9): Daniel 8:14 “Right Condition” Temple Purification Reached; (Dan8:13-14);

II. Recovery, Final Commission, Final Warning, Learning Application

1. Final Kingdom Ministry Commission; (Rev9-11; Zech3:6-7; Matt24:45-47);

2. Final Kingdom Invitation and Warning Deploys; (Rev9, Rev 11:1-6);

3. ” Tribulation of Those Days” Context Ends (Matt24:29; Isa41:1) into:

A. Final Kingdom Warning Ceased; (Rev11:7-10; Dan11:44);

II. Rival World Government Completions of 8th King and God

1. World Government – National Sovereign Conglomeration Completes into 8th King World Government; (Rev16:12-16; Rev 17:11-18);

A. 8th King World Government World “Peace and Security” and World Recovery; (Dan8:25; 11:44-45; 12:11; 1Thess5:1-3 globally stated world

peace sovereignty; Dan8:25 “freedom from care” parallel; Isa41:1 world recovery);

2. Christ Arrival; (Dan12:1, Matt24:29-31; 25:31-46; Rev11:11-13; Rev19:11-16; Rev1:7; Rev6:12-17);

A. Christ Completes Messianic Kingdom 144000; (Rev11:11-12; Rev7:1-8; Rev14:1);

B. Christ Messianic Kingdom King-Priest Coronation; (Zech4:6-9; 6:9-15; Dan7:26);

(All the following takes place under complete Messianic Kingdom “Court” of Daniel 7:26:)

C. Babylon the Great Deposed; (Rev16:17-19; Rev17:15-18; Rev14:8);

D. Sheep Gathering/Goat Determination Finalized; (Mat24:31-46; Rev14:14-20);

3. Armageddon; 8th King Deposition and Messianic Kingdom Conquest; (Rev11:15; Rev19:19-21);

4. Christ’s Messianic Kingdom 1000 Years Rule

=======
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